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Playoff
hopes
fading
Hawks face tough
road after loss
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

With just 14 seconds left on the
Knight-Newbrough Field scoreboard, the Wilfrid Laurier Golden
Hawks saw their hard-fought game
— and potentially their season —
fade away into the horizon.
Guelph kicker Daniel Ferraro
made a nine-yard field goal to push
the visiting team ahead 22-19 Saturday afternoon in front of a Homecoming crowd of 9,231.
“We’re extremely disappointed,”
head coach Gary Jeffries said. “Our
kids played their hearts out and
that’s all we ever ask of them. And
they certainly did that.”
“Like coach Jeff said in the breakdown, ‘we didn’t lose that game, we
just ran out of time’,” quarterback
Steven Fantham added. “Nothing
else you can do about it.”
Guelph’s win Saturday was their
first regular season victory against
Laurier since 2002, when they
barely scathed the Hawks, winning
15-14.
For a day that Jeffries likens to
Christmas, the present was anything but pleasant.
“It’s always exciting when Homecoming comes around,” Fantham
said. “So it’s always fun to play in

Under control

Hawks honoured

Aside from a few incidents,
Homecoming proved to be largely
uneventful for authorities

Laurier Athletics inducts latest
class of purple and gold greats into
Hall of Fame
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A trip down memory lane

Inside

Fred Penner returns to Waterloo’s Chainsaw Saloon
SPENCER DUNN
STAFF WRITER

AMY MELISSA GRIEF
ARTS EDITOR

CRISTINA RUCCHETTA LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

Soccer Hawks a step ahead
Women’s soccer moves to No. 3 in national rankings after weekend wins
over Waterloo and UOIT; Hawks still undefeated at 8-0-2.
Sports, page 20

Prosit!

It’s official

Renowned Oktoberfest
celebration set to take over
Kitchener-Waterloo.

Justin Trudeau formally
announces his bid for Liberal
Party leadership.

Local, page 6

National, page 8

Thursday evening was a treat for
many 20-somethings as they awaited a nostalgic journey back to childhood with Fred Penner as their
guide. The Canadian children’s folk
entertainer serenaded a packed
house at Chainsaw Saloon with
some of the crowd’s favourite childhood songs.
A popular, and much-anticipated event, Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications (WLUSP)
hosted Penner at Chainsaw for the
second time, with the last show
coming in March of 2011.
Waterloo’s own Richard Garvey
opened the show with a half an hour
set of songs from his recently released CD. His unique ukulele set
was upbeat with folksy tones that
set the stage for the much-anticipated appearance by Penner.
The concert began with the theme
song to Penner’s show, Fred Penner’s
Place “What a Day”. Paul O’Neill, a
long-time cohort of Penner’s, played
bass and backup guitar.
Penner had a special treat for
WLUSP president Emily Frost, a
Arts, page 15
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A childhood favourite of many, Fred Penner rocked Chainsaw.
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This Week
in quotes

Vocal Cord

Photo of the week

How did you spend
Homecoming?

“No matter how many
Pokémon show up into
this world, Ash still
gotta catch ‘em all: commitment.”

“Casual drinking. I didn’t
go to the game. Nothing
too crazy.”
–Tyler Whittet
fourth-year, chemistry

—Ian Keteku, 2010 world poetry slam
champion at TEDxLaurier emphasizing that we have to stay committed to
our words

“I remember my first try.”
–A crowd member at Friday night’s
Laurier rugby game after the Golden
Hawks scored their first try of the season in their fourth game
“We lived it, we owned it, and
we ate a lot of pizza.”
- Teri Lestins re: her husband’s induction to the Laurier Athletics Hall of
Fame

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

One fan got a bit too close to the action during Saturday’s Homcoming football game.

Like The
Cord on
Facebook

Bag o’ Crime
Suspicious Person
Location: Residence
Reported: Tuesday Sept.25, 2012 @
12:25 am
Four female students inside the
lounge in D Wing received a scare
when they spotted a person wearing a black mask looking in on them
through the window of the lounge
door. It’s unknown whether this
was a male or female. No description was obtained. They believed
they heard laughter in the background so this could have been a
prank in poor taste. SCS officers attended but the responsible person
had fled prior to their arrival. The
immediate area was searched with
negative results.

residents. A male student who is
described as being socially awkward was making continuous contact with a female resident. He is
reported as becoming jealous whenever anyone paid attention to her.
Residence staff indicated that they
would prefer to handle the situation and would contact SCS if things
escalated.

Theft Under $5,000
Location: Library
Reported: Tuesday Sept. 25, 2012 @
11:15 a.m.
A female Laurier student had her
laptop, charger and textbook taken
from a study carrel on the seventh
floor of the Library. She had left her
belongings unattended at 10:00 a.m.
and on her return a half hour later
discovered her property missing.
CCTV camera footage will be reviewed by SCS for possible suspects.

Unwanted Person:
Location: Residence
Reported: Sun Sept. 30, 2012 @ 1:10
a.m.
While attending a residence on another matter a special constable observed a non WLU male wandering
the halls. This male was known to
the officer who also knew that the
male had been issued with a written trespass notice prohibiting him
from entering any WLU controlled
property. He was arrested and
charged with trespassing and subsequently released.

Unwanted Contact
Location: Residence
Reported: Saturday September 29,
2012 @ 4:15am
Residence staff reported a case of
unwanted contact between two

Assist Other Service:
Location: University Stadium
Reported: Sat Sept. 29, 2012 @ 2:30
p.m.
A special constable assisted a WRPS
officer in arresting and evicting a
male from the Homecoming football game.

Read the full Bag O’ Crime
online at thecord.ca

CORRECTION

In the Sept. 26 article “A work in progress”, The Cord credited Alison EdgarBertoia as a psychiatrist, when in fact she is a psychologist. The Cord apologizes for this error.
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“I walked around campus and really enjoyed
the atmosphere.”
–Marvin Tam
first-year, business

“Went to a party with my
friends in the morning
and then to the football
game... By night time everyone was pretty dead,
but we made it to the
bar eventually.”
–Emily McLellan
third-year, business

Want your face in
the paper? The Radio
Laurier Street Team
will be on campus doing Vocal Cord every
Monday

Preamble to The Cord
constitution
The Cord will keep faith with its readers by presenting news and
expressions of opinions comprehensively, accurately and fairly. The
Cord believes in a balanced and impartial presentation of all relevant
facts in a news report, and of all substantial opinions in a matter
of controversy.
The staff of The Cord shall uphold all commonly held ethical
conventions of journalism. When an error of omission or of commission has occurred, that error shall be acknowledged promptly.
When statements are made that are critical of an individual, or an
organization, we shall give those affected the opportunity to reply
at the earliest time possible. Ethical journalism requires impartiality, and consequently conflicts of interest and the appearance of
conflicts of interest will be avoided by all staff.

Contributors
Cristina Almudevar
Ravi Balakrishnan
Kelly Burwash
Ashley Denuzzo
Spencer Dunn
Avery Gales
Samantha Kellerman
Jessica Nitsiopolous
Cameron Noble
Julia Pollock

“I had a mid-term and
paper on Monday so
I just went to Wilf’s
on Saturday and then
stayed in. ”
–Emily Fong
fourth-year, psychology
and Business

Opinions expressed within The Cord are those of the author and
do not necessarily refl ect those of the editorial board, The Cord,
WLUSP, WLU or CanWeb Printing Inc. All content appearing in The
Cord bears the copyright expressly of their creator(s) and may not be
used without written consent.
The Cord is created using Macintosh computers running Mac OS
X 10.5 using Adobe Creative Suite 4. Canon cameras are used for
principal photography.
The Cord has been a proud member of the Ontario Press Council
since 2006. Any unsatisfi ed complaints can be sent to the council at
info@ontpress.com.
The Cord’s circulation for a normal Wednesday
issue is 8,000 copies and enjoys a readership of
over 10,000. Cord subscription rates are $20.00
per term for addresses within Canada.
The Cord has been a proud member of the Canadian University Press (CUP)since 2004.
Campus Plus is The Cord’s national advertising
agency.

The only limits of any newspaper are those of the world around it,
and so The Cord will attempt to cover its world with a special focus
on Wilfrid Laurier University, and the community of KitchenerWaterloo, and with a special ear to the concerns of the students of
Wilfrid Laurier University. Ultimately, The Cord will be bound by
neither philosophy nor geography in its mandate.
The Cord has an obligation to foster freedom of the press and
freedom of speech. This obligation is best fulfi lled when debate and
dissent are encouraged, both in the internal workings of the paper,
and through The Cord’s contact with the student body.
The Cord will always attempt to do what is right, with fear of neither
repercussions, nor retaliation. The purpose of the student press is to
act as an agent of social awareness, and so shall conduct the affairs
of our newspaper.

Quote of the week:
“That doesn’t make sense. Profs don’t make books, they write them.”
–News Director Justin Smirlies re: a headling in The Cord Hall of Fame.
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License
under
review
WLUSU to look at
course pack pricing
JUSTIN SMIRLIES
NEWS DIRECTOR

As textbook buying season comes
to a close for the fall semester, the
Wilfrid Laurier University Students’
Union plans on reviewing the new
Access Copyright model that Laurier signed last June. The new model
removed the original $3.38 full-time
equivalent (FTE) and $0.10 per page
fee for course packs and replaced it
with a $26 FTE fee.
The $26 FTE — which may be
less depending on your course load
— was charged with tuition at the
beginning of the semester. The Laurier Bookstore, however, estimated
that there would be a 30 to 35 per
cent decrease in course packs for
students.
“Not necessarily an issue yet,
but we’re going through the process
right now of verifying of whether or
not the course packs from the bookstore have gone down by 30 to 35
per cent which is what we were told
right off the bat,” explained Chris
Walker, vice president: university
affairs at WLUSU.
“It was originally difficult to tell
given the nature of the bookstore
with how it sells books and does its
inventory, but now that the book
sale season is done, we’re going to
compare this year’s costs to last
year’s cost,” continued Walker, noting that with the original model, on
average, students paid about anywhere between $15 to $18.
The university, while approving
the new licensing agreement with
Access Copyright, agreed to set up
a cost-sharing model where 20 per
cent — or $5.20 — of the FTE would
be contributed by them.
“Access Copyright doesn’t really
care how the money is generated,
they are just going to get one cheque
from the university,” said Shereen
Rowe, the university secretary and
general counsel at Laurier. “I had
some follow-up with the business
office [and] they were making sure
that the amounts that they were collecting … was consistent with what
we had agreed with that 80 to 20
cost sharing arrangement.”
According to Rowe, the bookstore
has been tracking a “decrease in
course packs costs.” She noted that
the money sent to Access Copyright
will be “blended” with the student
fees collected and operating dollars
set aside of their contribution to the
FTE.
For Walker, however, the main issue is seeing whether or not course
packs are cheaper this year. He did
warn that if faculty members are
still using Kinko’s as a way to sell
their course materials — a method
perceived to be cheaper under the
original model — they are being
double charged for copyright fees.
“If students are buying them at
Kinko’s it’s another problem that
we need to address,” added Walker.
“Essentially you’re being double
charged for no additional value.”
Both Rowe and Walker mentioned that the university is striking up a committee to further review
the agreement and what direction
Laurier should take after the contract with Access Copyright expires
in 2015.
“What they’re doing and how it’s
going to be applied to Laurier and
what’s going to be the most costeffective model both for students
and for the institution at large,” said
Walker.

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Despite a heavier presence felt on campus during Laurier’s Homecoming, no major incidents were reported on campus or at the game.

No major incidents reported
Aside from disruption at football game, Homecoming 2012 kept under control
ELIZABETH DICESARE
CAMPUS NEWS EDITOR

This year, despite the amount of
enthusiastic fans at Wilfrid Laurier
University’s Homecoming game, the
event itself went surprisingly well.
In order to ensure that the environment was as safe as possible, new
measures were implemented by
Laurier Athletics.
42 contracted security guards
were hired this year to ensure that
behaviour at the game was under
control.
“Our game is not just focused on
students, so we want to make sure
it’s a family environment,” explained
Ari Grossman, associate director: business operations for WLU
athletics.
He also explained that while the
security guards were there to enforce policy, there were no major behavioural incidents that occurred.
However, there was one male
spectator who ran out onto the field
in the middle of a play and disrupted

the game.
“With 9,200 people [in the
stands] it’s definitely a challenge to
manage every single person,” continued Grossman.
“Unfortunately though, some
students take it upon themselves to
push their limits a little bit ... they
disrupt the game and cause challenges for themselves.”
According to Kevin Crowley, it is
not known if that person who ran
across the field was a student or not.
He was promptly removed from the
stadium after the incident.
“There was no investigation or
charges or anything,” he said, adding
that the Homecoming was busier,
but there were no major incidents.
While many people were not
pleased with this incident, it did not
cause any physical harm to anyone
involved, and there was no major
implication towards the game itself.
Besides this single incident, everything else at the game went as
planned.
“We didn’t have any ambulances

more on

“Our game is not just focused on students, so we
want to make sure it’s a family environment.”

—Ari Grossman, associate director of Laurier Athletics
dispatched to the stadium this year,
which means that people were kind
of able to hold their alcohol,” said
Grossman.
For the first time, Seagram Drive
was also closed between Albert
and Lester streets to help deal with
student and vehicle traffic, which
helped solve previous congestion
problems.
“I think people are just looking for
good entertainment on top of the
game and to have a good time with
their friends, and we want to make
sure they are doing so in a safe and
fun environment,” stated Grossman.
In order to impress fans in new

Activist speaks at Laurier

thecord.ca
Homecoming
shenanigans
Visit thecord.ca
to view our photo
gallery and video
from the game and
various events from
the weekend

James Orbinski, humanitarian
activist and former MSF
president, addresses students
- By Shaun Fitl

GSA president resigns
Benjamin Hesch steps down as
GSA president to pursue a fulltime job
- By Marissa Evans

KATE TURNER PHOTO MANAGER

ways, this year a plane flew overtop
the game, which was accented by
parachutist and pyrotechnics.
“The plane flying over came from
an idea to honour Fred Nichols,”
explained Grossman, which was a
common theme over the weekend.
While the total cost of extra entertainment at the game was roughly $7,500, Grossman concluded by
stating that new and inventive ways
will be pursued to keep fans engaged
at future homecoming games, so
they can hopefully be as smooth as
this weekend was.
- With files from Justin Smirlies
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Achieve
goals

local
initiatives

shaun fitl

marissa evans

WEb EDitor

lEAD rEportEr

The Senate and Board Chamber
was full of ideas on Sept. 26 as Wilfrid Laurier University hosted TEDx
Laurier: “YesTEDay, TEDay & TEDmorrow: The Next 100 Years.” In
the first of three parts, four unique
speakers took the stage to share
their stories with the audience.
Serena Ryder, a three-time Juno
award-winner began by playing her
song “Sing, Sing” that she wrote as
part of an effort to promote music in
schools.
“I’ve always felt really lucky that
I get to make things that I imagine
in my head happen in real life and I
think that’s something that’s amazing for everybody,” she explained.
“That’s kind of what we all do in our
lives.”
Afterwards, Bob Egan of Blue Rodeo and formerly of Wilco took the
stage to tell the audience why the
path to living dreams isn’t an easy
one.
“There was a time when I had it
all,” he reminisced, as he told the
story of his young adult life working a corporate job. A bad deal with
a rival firm cost him his job but his
ability to look at his life through another perspective gave him the motivation to continue and eventually
share the stage with the legendary
Johnny Cash.
Hind Al-Abadleh, a WLU chemistry professor, spoke next about
her experiences growing up in the
United Arab Emirates. When she
graduated from high school in 1995
she had difficulty getting into university in the Middle East despite
being among the top ten graduates
of her country.
“I was neither a citizen of Jordan
nor the United Arab Emirates and
therefore I didn’t have what it takes
to be admitted to their public university system,” said Abadleh.
After finally being accepted to the
United Arab Emirates University,
she began to tackle roadblocks and
live her dream of studying.
The last speaker, Dan Trommater,
has been a professional magician for
over 14 years, and cleverly taught the
audience about perspective through
the mystery of illusion.
“It’s the idea of subjective reality. My truth is different [from] your
truth,” Trommater explained. “If
everybody saw the world the same
way it would be pretty boring.”
However, there is still a need to
bridge the gaps between individual
realities.
“If you can stop in the heat of the
moment, step back and remember
to say ‘tell me more’ to the other
person, it’s an incredibly powerful
tool,” advised Trommater.

The four speakers who took the
stage during the second session of
TEDx Laurier, it was all about community and ideas starting at the local level. Each lecturer shared their
experiences contributing to the
theme of “think local, act global”
while tying in their own inspiring
messages.
Stuart Knight, a graduate of Wilfrid Laurier University and entrepreneur, discussed the words “realistic” and “unrealistic” and his
hatred towards them. It bothered
Knight that people use these words
with such authority based on their
own definitions of what is realistic
and unrealistic.
“I want to stop this process of
having people listening to unrealistic advice when they should be
doing the thing that is realistic to
themselves,” Knight explained.
He believed that people shouldn’t
let other’s ideas of what is realistic
define them. He explained how he
invested in a business that runs theatre shows for young people. From
there he made a musical for adults,
and the show ran in his apartment
because no venue would rent out
their space to him once a week.
Imparting the idea that it all
starts with you, Knight concluded
by saying that we all make our own
destinies.
Mike Morrice, founder and executive director of Sustainable Waterloo Region, told the story of the
project’s conception. He ignited a
local movement within Waterloo towards making the community more
sustainable. It was a difficult getting companies to commit to the
program, but it came down to in the
end was involving people and giving
them power in creating goals.
As an AID’s physician and activist, Anne-Marie Zajdlik explained
that treatment of the disease stops
transmission. With the support
of her community in Guelph, she
opened an HIV/AID’s clinic in 2005.
Further exemplifying the power of
the local, she and her community
raised one million dollars to open a
similar clinic in Africa.
“We are the answer. Stand up, use
our global wealth and technologies
[and] set us on the path to healing,”
she said.
Ian Keteku, 2010 world poetry
slam champion, communicated his
message of “words do have power”
by way of poetry in his presentation.
He also explained that we have to be
committed to the words that we say.
In one of his poems he validated
this: “No matter how many seasons.
No matter how many Pokémon
show up into this world, Ash still
gotta catch ‘em all. Commitment.”

Laurier hosts TEDx
Speakers from multiple walks of life
address Wlu and Waterloo community
Wade thompson filE grAphic

imagination and memory
elizabeth dicesare
cAmpuS NEWS EDitor

The third and final session of TEDx
Laurier saw four prominent speakers: Iyinoluwa Aboyeji, who refers to himself simply as “E”, Luisa
D’Amato, a WLU professor, Fred
Penner and WLU’s own Don Morgenson. All four speakers continued
to address the goals of TEDx by addressing ways in which we can enrich society for future generations.
Aboyeji addressed the audience
regarding the specific topic of how
online learning affects students today. He stated that “how people
learn, and whether or not they are
learning” is an issue that needs to be
dealt with in order for current generations to succeed.
“People are going to learn in
groups together, peer to peer,” said
Aboyeji. What is important is that
they are learning together in positive ways that they will benefit from
in the long run.

Luisa D’Amato then encouraged
the audience to better themselves by
critically questioning the norms that
are present within our societies.
“Dissent is the highest form of
patriotism,” she told the audience.
“We are under serious threat of having our free, liberal western minds
crippled by fear at a time when we
have never needed them more.”
By actively pursuing our own
truths rather than taking everything
at face value, we can fix issues and
move on into a better society.
The third speaker, Fred Penner,
then went on to remind the audience
of the importance of our memories.
“I had a pet chicken,” he began.
It was through the story of his
chicken that he was able to explain
how much of an impact our childhood memories have on our adult
lives. It was the experience of burying his pet chicken that inspired the
opening of his show, Fred Penner’s
Place.
After performing multiple songs,

he concluded that we should reminiscence about our past, and allow
those experiences to help shape our
future in order to achieve our goals.
Afterwards, Don Morgenson,
while joking about his age, took the
stage and spoke about the importance of imagination.
“The imagination today has a difficult time,” he stated. “We emphasize knowledge in small children
[but not imagination].”
He went on to explain that in today’s society, people are too preoccupied with material goods and
technology to allow their imaginations to flourish and influence their
lives. He also questioned whether or
not a lack of imagination is causing
depression to become more prominent, as we are increasingly living
in black and white rather than in
colour.
“We should spend the next 100
years rekindling the imagination,”
Morgenson concluded. “We can infuse people with a vitality.”

Laurier to offer education courses in Waterloo
marissa evans
lEAD rEportEr

For students who are uncertain of
their future, electives offered at university are a great opportunity to
experiment in different faculties. As
of this fall, Wilfrid Laurier University students are able to minor in
education.
This option was previously unavailable to students .
“What changed is that we decided
as a faculty that it would be good
to give undergraduate students the
chance to explore the field of education before they actually committed

to going into a Bachelor of Education program,” explained Colleen
Willard-Holt, dean of education.
The minor consists of three core,
half-credit courses entitled: Images of Education in the Media, The
Educational Divide and Learning in
140 Characters or Less. From here,
students must also take three elective, half-credit courses from an approved list.
“The electives ... are from a
wide range of programs,” said
Willard-Holt.
“The point of this is to help them
use courses that they already would
have taken in their major and allow

them to use it for their minor as
well.”
In order to accommodate this
change some electives were altered
from the list available to those who
minor in education.
Part of this process involved asking departments at WLU to suggest
applicable courses.
The core courses will not be
available to students until the spring
and summer terms.
“There are so many transferable
skills in education that are used in a
lot of different fields,” she explained.
“Even in the corporate world a lot of
people are training other workers or

becoming educators in some way.”
Willard-Holt hopes that the opportunity to minor in education will give students a
chance to find out what it’s
really like to be a teacher “so
that they can make an informed decision when the time comes whether or not they want to pursue it
in earnest.”
Currently this option
is only available at the
Waterloo campus, but
the possibility of online
courses is being looked
into.
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Copp boasts
student projects
NICK LACHANCE
PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

“I don’t want to pretend I know how
to do any of this,” Terry Copp, director of the Laurier Center for Military
Strategic and Disarmament Studies (LCMSDS), stated while talking about digitization of LCMSDS
publications. “But I know how to
encourage young people who know
how to do these things … and on a
good day I know how to raise money
to make it possible.”
On Saturday morning, as most
students were preparing for Laurier’s homecoming game, a modest
group of Alumni and students gathered on campus for the Legends of
Laurier lecture.
This was the third lecture in the
series, and was given by Copp. He
related his initial impression of the
university as one that was student

focused.
Praising both Fred Nichols and
Arthur Stephen as architects of
the modern Laurier student atmosphere, Copp went on to talk about
his student focused projects.
Copp has provided students with
engaging opportunities through
publications and other research
projects since the centre’s foundation in 1991. One of the first to benefit was current communications
director, Mike Bechthold.
After doing both his undergraduate and graduate degree at WLU,
Bechthold became the center’s first
full-time employee as editor of LCMSDS’s quarterly magazine, Canadian Military History.
This goes to show, as Copp stated,
that the centre is “to put it mildly,
an active place full of all kinds of
energy.”
Making specific mention to

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

Terry Copp lectured about the different opportunities for students to participate in at the LCMSDS.

the LCMSDS series of battlefield
guides, Copp highlighted the success of the centre’s most recent publication, Canadian Battlefields 19151918: A Visitors Guide.
He then went on to announce the
book will be re-released as an interactive e-book in 2015.
Rounding off his presentation
Copp spoke at length about the War

of 1812 and the center’s current book
project. Entitled “1812: A Guide to The
War and its Legacy,” Copp stated that
the book seeks to look past nationalistic historical influences and explore the war and its legacy from an
empirical standpoint.
The LCMSDS currently boasts
more than a dozen student employees and volunteers working on

various projects.
“The young people smiling
here are all Laurier students …
and a couple of them are now doing Ph.D.’s elsewhere,” Copp said
proudly.
“We are, if I may say so Fred, as
student centred as you and I ever
wanted to be.”

Great Canadian
Appathon hits
Laurier campus
WLU students spent 48 hours inventing a
mobile game app from Sept. 28-30

Over hours of lost sleep, numerous
cans of Red Bull and fingers rapidly
coding away, a group of Wilfrid Laurier University students decided to
take the challenge and participate in
XMG studio’s annual Great Canadian Appathon from Sept. 28 to 30.
Also known as a “hackathon”, the
event was held at 39 university and
college campuses across Canada
and put 145 teams of four through a
grueling 48-hour long mobile application-making process.
Their goal was to construct the
best retro themed mobile video
game they could in the time allotted.
“It was great to see something
come together in 48 hours,” explained Vaughan Hilts, a first-year
computer science student and one
of the eight students that participated from Laurier.
“Toward the end it was really
tricky, we were running into a couple of issues, but I’m happy how it
turned out.”
About 500 students participated, which was, according to Lydia
Schaele, the public relations specialist from XMG, a 25 per cent increase from last year.
She noted that the event was
a great experience for those who
want to get into the mobile technology industry and past winners have
gone to land reputable jobs after
graduation.
“It also doesn’t matter if you’re
an arts student or a communications student even, if you’re willing to work for 48 hours and really
put your own creativity to the max,
then you’re a great candidate,” said
Schaele. “You don’t have to be a
developer.”
This was, however, the first year
in which Laurier was a “hub” for
teams to participate in the nationwide event.
XMG contacted Laurier computer
science professor Chính Hoàng last
year and asked if Laurier was interested in participating.
“I think it’s a good event because
students learn new things, such as
program techniques,” explained
Hoàng. “[Especially] when they
have to do these things in 48 hours.”

“The idea is not the win
— of course it’s nice to
win — but just to learn
new things.”

—Chính Hoàng, computer science
professor at Laurier

After XMG studio and various judges from the industry sift
through the hundreds of apps they
received, XMG will award the first
place team with a prize of $25,000 in
late October.
Schaele added that there will also
be “category” prizes for achievements in graphics or sounds.
But Hoàng didn’t want that to be
the motivation for students.
“The idea is not the win — of
course it’s nice to win — but just to
learn new things,” he said.
In a world where smartphone
technology dominates most of society, Schaele stressed that this competition helps build the necessary
skills to work in the mobile industry.
XMG also used “hackathons” for
their own employees and some of
their most well known games have
emerged from those.
“If this works for us very well, it
would probably work for others as
well. And that was the origin of the
Great Canadian Appathon to give
this opportunity to students,” she
added.
The only downside for Hoàng was
that the turnout wasn’t as large as he
originally hoped.
“I was hoping for more participants, but I know that even bigger
universities such as [the University
of] Waterloo and [the University of]
Toronto had no more than ten or 12
[participants],” explained Hoàng.
“The turnout for Laurier was
pretty crummy, it was just two
teams,” echoed Hilts.
“I would definitely do it again, it
was fun.”
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Oktoberfest returns
K-W staple will officially kick off with the keg tapping on Friday
MIKE RADIVOI
STAFF WRITER

On Oct. 4, celebrations will officially commence for the 44th annual
Kitchener-Waterloo Oktoberfest.
More than a beer festival, it includes
a fashion show, a five kilometre run
for charity, the Thanksgiving Day
parade, a treasure hunt and much
more.
Oktoberfest finds its origins in
Bavaria, Germany.
By royal decree of Prince Ludwig, the festivities were created to
celebrate his marriage to Princess
Therese of Saxe.
Transplanted into the KitchenerWaterloo region in 1969, Oktoberfest has become a hallmark of K-W
culture and is said to be the largest
outside of Germany.
“I’d say it’s a German festival with
a K-W twist,” said University of Waterloo (UW) student and K-W local
Alyssa Dick. “Oktoberfest for me is
broken into two parts. Obviously
the one is to go out and party, celebrating something most of us don’t
even really know about. And then
the other is going to the parade with
family. It’s always been my own tradition to go.”
Although Dick has attended Oktoberfest events in the past, she, like
many students this year, are experiencing the event for the first time
being of the legal drinking age.
“I like beer and parades so that’s
why I go ... I’m just looking forward
to going and nursing a nice premidterm hangover,” she said.

With the increased amount of
traffic and alcohol consumption in
the region during the festival, Oktoberfest organizers encourage safety
in the community.
This year, Economical Insurance has officially sponsored the
K-W Oktoberfest Reduced Impaired Driving Everywhere (RIDE)
program.
“Our partnership with Economical has great synergy as the annual
festival has always been about celebrating culture and family, while ensuring safety programs and awareness are top of mind for guests and
our community,” said Mark Kreller,
executive director of Kitchener-Waterloo Oktoberfest.
Grand River Transit is also doing its part by offering free shuttle
service for select routes and venues
after 11 p.m. during the opening and
closing weekends.
Historically, Kitchener was an
area defined by its German population. Originally called Berlin,
the city has its roots in German
tradition.
Laurier itself grew out of the Waterloo Lutheran Seminary, founded
in part because of the large German
Lutheran population in the area.
Other local icons also boast German
roots, including St. Jacobs. Originally, the area was referred to as
Jakobstettel.
Today, many citizens in Waterloo
region still claim to have German
ancestry. In 2006, a census of the
area found that of 446,495 respondents, 105,675 claimed to have at

“The annual festival
has always been about
celebrating culture and
family.”

—Mark Kreller, executive director of
Kitchener-Waterloo Oktoberfest

least some German ancestry.
As per tradition, on Oct. 4 at Waterloo Public Square Waterloo, Mayor Brenda Halloran will host a free
Oktoberfest luncheon, which will
be accompanied by musical performances. The opening ceremonies
will be starting at 11 a.m. in front
of Kitchener City Hall in the civic
square, which will include the ceremonial keg tapping.
Appearances can be expected by
the festival mascot Onkel Hans as
well as this year’s Miss Oktoberfest,
Lindsay Coulter, who was crowned
last Friday.
There will also be a performance
by the Black Forest Band.
For more information regarding K-W Oktoberfest news, venues,
events, links to the official Oktoberfest Facebook and Twitter pages and
everything Oktoberfest, visit the official website at Oktoberfest.ca

STEPHANIE TRUONG GRAPHICS EDITOR

Weekly Specials
Pabst Attack

$4.50/ tall can
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BIGGIE-UP
ANY DAY ANY TIME

A BURGER AND BEER
FOR $4 BUCKS!
ADD FRIES FOR $2
ADD WINGS FOR $2
Present this coupon
at time of offering
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include applicable taxs. Not valid
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$2 Buck Tuesdays

Sawdust and Beer at 28 King St N, Uptown Waterloo . 519-954-8660 . Join Chainsaw lovers on Facebook
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Event attendees enjoyed a reception at CIGI before the film.

K-W Counselling
finds support
WADE THOMPSON
VISUAL DIRECTOR

Ticketholders for a surprise movie
pre-release screening put on by
K-W Counselling were left in the
dark last Thursday, both figuratively,
and literally. Once the lights finally
came up after the screening however, the audience acknowledged that
the dark was well worth it.
Organized by the local community outreach agency, supporters were
offered the opportunity to partake
in a night consisting of awareness
of the service, as well as a special
advanced screening of a yet-to-bereleased movie selected specifically
associated with the spirit of what
K-W Counselling services brings to
the area.
“What was touching about this
event was the calibre of community leadership that happened in
response to what K-W Counselling is all about,” said Leslie Josling,
executive director of the service.
“The community leadership really
touched me and it’s because they get
what K-W Counselling stands for.”
The night began with a reception
at the Centre for International Governance Innovation (CIGI) campus,
where ticket holders were treated to
hors d’oeuvres and a cash bar hosted
by the Children’s Aid Foundation
(CAF).
Speaking to the crowd during the
reception, Josling revealed the generous $47,500 donation by the Foundation to K-W Counselling as well,
to go along with the some 180 tickets sold for the night’s festivities, at
$125 a ticket.
What made the evening stand out
from a typical fundraising event was
the fact that attendees were completely unaware of the details of the
film they had purchased tickets to
see.
“We wanted to create something
that was annual and could be sustainable and we knew there would
always be a fresh film coming off of
the circuit,” Josling explained.
“We were clearly looking at Waterloo region and what might intrigue people in Waterloo region.”
That is how the partnership with
Princess Cinemas’ John Tutt was
established, and used to aid the

decision for choosing what “special
movie” to screen.
According to Josling, he went
through approximately 33 films before landing on the one that was
eventually shown: Canadian writer/
director Sarah Polley’s latest outing,
Stories We Tell.
Once the reception had concluded with a live auction, patrons
moved across Uptown to the independent theatre where owner Tutt
gave a short introduction to the film.
Having attended a number of festivals for research, Tutt revealed that
“films do rise to the top when you
see that many.”
It was clear why Polley’s film was
chosen for the event. A “documentary” with recreated story elements,
the focus is on the director’s own
family and her revelation at 18 years
old that another man may actually
be her father.
The film was an appropriate selection as it depicted the services
that K-W Counselling stands for,
but the real intrigue lay in the mystery of the overall event.
“I can’t participate like you, but
it’s going to be a hard film not to
love,” Tutt added beforehand.
As the credits rolled to conclude
the evening, the audience seemed
to agree.
Diane McGregor, director of family and community solutions for
K-W Counselling attended the evening and couldn’t help but praise
the effort put forth by the service
to bring light to what they offer the
community.
“When we talk about the calibre
of people who brought this event together, it really matches the calibre
of work that is done at KW Counselling.” McGregor said.
“It’s all about generating positive change in people’s lives, and
you come to a night like this and it
seems so positive and upbeat, it’s
really an optimistic, fun kind of a
thing.”

Check out Wade
Thompson’s review
of the “secret film”
Stories We Tell in
Arts, page 15
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Festival raises sustainability awareness
Last Sunday, businesses and organizations gathered in Waterloo Park to promote sustainable living
ALANNA FAIREY
LEAD REPORTER

In an effort to encourage sustainability amongst the Waterloo community, a not-for-profit international development agency, World
Accord, hosted a day-long event
called “Sustainability in the Park”
on Sept. 30.
Local Kitchener-Waterloo businesses and organizations from
around Waterloo Region gathered
together in Waterloo Park to demonstrate their strategies for working
towards sustainability.
All proceeds went to World Accord. Broadcast journalist Hayley
Zimak helped to host the event.
The vendors at the event included
Good Life Fitness, Soul Awakenings and various organic vegetables
stands.
Local Waterloo resident Samantha Stewart said that the event and
vendors inspired her to change her
lifestyle choices and look at the
“bigger picture.”
“I kind of forgot why it was so important to be sustainable because I
get so caught up with things going
on in my own life that I don’t have
time to really think about it,” Stewart admitted.
“As it turns out, it’s really not
that much work to do,” he said. I’m
actually shocked at how easy it is
to achieve. I want to make these
changes in my everyday life after
being here.”
Rebecca Grant, a sales consultant
for The Pampered Chef, agrees that
having a sustainable home is not

difficult to acquire.
Grant shared that her company’s
kitchen products are a simple and
easy step for one to acquire a sustainable life without having to spend
much.
“We feature a bamboo product
line as one of our main sustainability key points,” Grant said.
“Anything that is bamboo is easy
to replenish. It grows back quickly
and it’s great for cooking tools because it doesn’t have that bacteria
or mold build-up because it repels
moisture,” she shared.
Grant also claimed that it is
products like bamboo that help to
contribute to the achievement of
sustainability that World Accord
has been trying to teach its local
supporters.
World Accord helps to create opportunities and choices for people
by supporting community developments in Honduras, El Salvador and
Guatemala.
Alan Wigood, a representative
for World Accord, has worked with
the organization for seventeen years
and has dedicated his life to helping
others who are in need of a home.

Wigood put a large emphasis
on personal involvement when
asked about how to further endorse
sustainability.
“We can promote sustainable living by supporting the organizations
that are promoting this not only
around the world, but right here in
our own area,” Wigood said.
“There are many organic farms
and people who are interested in
supporting our area.”
Wigood praised the Waterloo community for their involvement and desire to help World Accord get their message across to its
residents.
Wigood also acknowledged that
involvement, especially from youth,
would increase with better education about the many different ways
that they can get involved and support the causes they believe in.
“I believe that it is all through education, I think I’m convinced that
giving charity is not the answer,”
Wigood said.
“When we educate people, they
will do their own good for their
community. All they need is our
support.”

“When we educate people, they will do their own
good for their community.”

—Alan Wigood, representative for World Accord

CRISTINA RUCCHETTA LEAD PHOTOGRAPHER

Green bins are one sustainability initiative promoted in Waterloo.

Transportation hub to accompany rapid transit
LINDSAY PURCHASE
LOCAL AND NATIONAL EDITOR

STEPH TRUONG GRAPHICS EDITOR

Kitchener bus stops are about to
get a serious upgrade. Developers
for the city are currently working
to plan a large transportation hub,
which will be located on a plot of
land at the corner of University and
King Streets, and act as a core transit centre for buses, Light Rail Transit (LRT), GO trains and VIA rail.
Said Kevin Eby, director of community planning, “There could be
an awful lot of activity on a small
piece of land.”

Eby explained that they are looking into various possible ways to
maximize the potential of the space,
possibly including commercial, residential and office space, in addition
to access to transit.
“What we’re doing is getting the
broad envelope of planning permissions,” he explained. “What are the
range of uses that we could have on
the site and what are the maximum
densities that we could get on the
site?”
While planners are aware of the
different transport aspects they
need to integrate, urban planning

for the private sector of the hub is
largely open-ended at this stage,
with various ideas about how to use
the space being considered.
A market scoping feasibility study
is also being undertaken to “develop
a business case for the site,” which
will help to evaluate private interest
in development.
An open house was held last
Thursday to help provide the public
with some insight on the project and
to collect feedback. Construction
of LRT will begin in 2014 and is a
huge developmental endeavour. The
transportation hub, which will help

to accommodate rapid transit services, involves many complex factors which the community may not
be aware of.
“We just wanted to gather if people were interested, to make sure
that they understood the full range
of things going on,” Eby commented. “I was quite happy with the outcome of it.”
Any additional feedback for the
initial stages should be directed toward the city of Kitchener by Oct.
19, with more public consultation
expected to occur in the later stages
of development.

Teacher Education Information Sessions
Reps from Ontario Faculties of Education will provide
admission information for their teacher education programs.
Don’t miss this valuable opportunity!
Tuesday, October 9, 2012
CC-101, Career Centre (192 King St. N.)
11:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m. (Brock, Laurier, Western, Toronto)
2:30 - 4:30 p.m. (Lakehead, Nipissing, Queen’s, Trent, York)
Register in Navigator at wlu.ca/career
Questions? Contact us: careercentre@wlu.ca

Career Development Centre wlu.ca/career
WILFRID LAURIER UNIVERSITY WATERLOO | Brantford | Kitchener | Toronto
We are committed to providing inclusive programs and services to all students and alumni.
Please contact us if you require accommodation for a disability.
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Trudeau announces leadership bid
Justin Trudeau, MPP and son of former PM Pierre Trudeau, declared his intent to run for Liberal leadership
alanna fairey
LEAD REPORTER

After much speculation and ongoing predications, Justin Trudeau announced his Liberal leadership bid.
On Oct. 2, Trudeau arrived at the
William-Hingston Centre in Montreal and met with Liberal supporters. With his family, including his
wife Sophie Grégoire and their two
children, Trudeau declared his intention to run for leadership of the
party.
“I am running because I believe
Canadians want and need new
leadership,” Trudeau said in his
statement.
“The Conservative government
is taking this country in a direction
most Canadians don’t want it to go.
We want a vision for Canada’s future grounded not in the politics of
envy or mistrust.”
As the eldest son of the late Prime
Minister Pierre Trudeau, the younger Trudeau had previously been hesitant about running for leadership in
the near future, citing family commitments as one of the primary reasons.
His announcement, according to
Wilfrid Laurier University professor Barry Kay, may be a result of the
Liberal Party having no other serious alternatives.
“The Liberals are no longer a serious contender,” Kay said.
“I think the Liberal strategy is not
about winning this next election,
it’s about improving themselves and
positioning themselves as the alternatives to the Conservatives.”
Trudeau, having been an MPP for

COuRTESY Of CREATivE COMMONS

Justin Trudeau is the Member of Provincial Parliament (MPP) for the riding of Papineau, in Quebec

the Papineau riding in Ottawa since
2008, does not have many years
of experience in politics, leading
some to question the validity of his
campaign.
There has been speculation as to
whether his family’s history in politics has had more of an impact on
his popularity than his own political
background.
It has also been noted that
Trudeau has not adequately addressed his thoughts on issues such

as economy and foreign affairs.
Kay agreed that Trudeau would
have to focus on policy matters, not
simply his moniker, in order to be
effective.
“I have reason to believe that he
is bright and can pick stuff up along
the way, but he hasn’t been a great
parliamentary figure until now,” Kay
reasoned.
“He may be deep in terms of policy ideas, but he hasn’t shown any of
that and he’s going to have to show if

he’s going to be taken seriously, he’s
got to be more than just a celebrity.”
Some may have a difficult time
trying to overlook the impressive
family history of Trudeau. Wilfrid
Laurier University Young Liberals
president Dan Entralgo believes that
Trudeau’s political endeavours are
often overshadowed by the legacy
that his father left behind in Canadian politics.
“The Trudeau name has a legacy
that goes along with it and it’s kind

of seen as Canadian royalty,” Entralgo said.
“It will have a huge impact because people will be looking at Justin Trudeau, not who he is or what
his policies will be. That means that
we have to focus on his leadership
race.”
Despite the question of his political abilities, Trudeau has previously been admired for his advocacy
for youth. Notably, he campaigned
against the cuts for the Katimavik
youth program, which he chaired.
While some believe Trudeau has
sparked interest in Canadian youth,
he must converge with the rest of
Canada.
“Ever since Justin Trudeau started
his political career, his focus has always been advocacy of the youth, so
he’s obviously going to appeal to the
youth,” Entralgo reasoned.
“It’s going to be a critical balance
between appealing to the youth and
appealing to experience.”
While it is still too early to determine what kind of a leader he will
be for the Liberal Party, Trudeau is
looking forward to revolutionizing
the party and making vast improvements for Canada.
“Part of what it means to be
a citizen is to step up when you
think you can make a positive difference by serving your fellow
citizens,” Trudeau said during his
announcement.
“This is one of those times. And
the Liberal Party of Canada, together with its current members and
its new members and supporters to
come, is ready to make that positive
difference again.”

READING WEEK 2013
Oasis Cancun

Resort Details
Direct flight, Airport transfers, All meals, Alcoholic
drinks, Nightly entertainment, Non-motorized
watersports, 9 bars including a Swim up bar,
Disco, Close to local bars and nightlife.

MEXICO

ALL INCLUSIVE

★ BONUS: Receive 1 VIP
Club Night Pass &
Invitation to exclusive
Beach BBQ Party.

Other Spring Break resorts and destinations available. Please inquire.

RESERVE YOUR SPOT TODAY!

1-866-433-1859

VISIT OUR SELLOFFVACATIONS.COM SHOP TODAY:
TORONTO: 171 East Liberty St.
TORONTO: 3329 Yonge St.
DOWNTOWN: 10 Lower Jarvis St., in Loblaws
OAKVILLE: Unit C - 146 Lakeshore Rd. W
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WINSTON CHURCHILL: #5-3035 Argentia Rd.
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CAMBRIDGE: #31 - 200 Franklin Blvd.
CHATHAM: #31 - 399 McNaughton Ave. W
HAMILTON: #25 - 989 Fennell Avenue East
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LONDON: #107 - 200 Queens Avenue
MILTON: 1009 Unit 2 Maple Ave.
ST. CATHARINES: 285 Geneva Street
SARNIA: #105A - 600 Murphy Road

*Free Travel Offer. Free travel offer excludes applicable taxes and applies to group leaders who represent 10 or more paying adults traveling
on the same package for the same travel dates and duration. Some terms and conditions may apply, please inquire for details. While all reasonable efforts are taken to ensure the accuracy of the information in the ad, SellOffVacations.com accepts no responsibility for actions,
errors and omissions arising from the reader’s use of this information howsoever caused. SellOffVacations.com, a division of Sunwing Travel
Group, 31 Fasken Drive, Toronto, Ontario Canada M9W 1K6
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Room for improvement in kids’ rights
UNiCEf reps discussed children’s rights issues with the Canadian government
ravi balakrishnan
STAff WRiTER

Last Thursday, the Canadian government met with UNICEF (United
Nations Children’s Fund) in Geneva
for a serious discussion and revision
of the Government of Canada’s efforts to secure the rights and wellbeing of children in the country.
A number of headline topics
highlighted the discussion, including internet security for children,
health and nutrition concerns, the
status of First Nations children in
Canada, along with multiple mentions of Omar Khadr, who was recently repatriated to Canada.
These topics were the source
of intense questioning and subsequent scrutiny from UNICEF
representatives.
Judith Bossé, the assistant Deputy Minister with the Public Health
Agency of Canada, presented the official opening statement on behalf
of Canada. “The situation for most
children in Canada is, generally, very
good,” Bossé began.
“That said, some children continue to face challenges. Children
of minority groups, living in low
income families, living in rural and
remote areas, children with disabilities, recent immigrants and aboriginal children often face a disproportionate burden.”
Bossé started off by highlighting
some of the collective achievements
by the Canadian government as of
late. “[In] 2011-2012 the Government of Canada provided the largest
federal investment in early childhood development and early learning and early child care in the history of Canada,” she said.
Bossé went on to explain that
the Government of Canada allocates over ten billion dollars annually to Aboriginal Peoples, which is

distributed through federal departments and agencies.
She also highlighted the apology delivered by Stephen Harper
on behalf of the federal government
towards the Aboriginal Peoples of
Canada for the treatment of Aboriginal children in residential schools.
Another issue that was addressed
in the opening of the discussion was
the problem of human trafficking in
Canada.
Canada has become a hub internationally for human trafficking.
According to the RCMP anywhere
from 600-800 people are trafficked into Canada annually, with
1500-2000 people being smuggled
through Canada to the US.
“We are pleased to report that in
June 2012, Canada adopted a national action plan to combat human
trafficking,” Bossé explained. “These
measures, totaling more than 25
million over four years, focus on integrated and dedicated law enforcement initiatives.”
The nature of the proceedings
was meticulous, with substantial information being requested of Canada by the United.
The Canadian government was
asked to submit additional information on a number of topics by July
of this year in preparation for the
meeting, as outlined in documents
made public by UNICEF.
The information they requested
included specific data such as, “Disaggregated statistical data (including by age, sex and ethnic group)
on children infected or affected by
HIV/AIDS, as well as information on
programs implemented to address
the problems of these children.”
The UNICEF did direct quite a
few criticisms towards the Canadian government, in particular their
handling of the Omar Khadr case
along with their lack of a systematic
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Canada in brief
NDP support declines

A recent federal poll showed the
NDP is dropping four points to 31
per cent in support behind the Conservative party who polled at 34 per
cent. Since the most recent poll in
June, the Conservatives gained one
point.
The Liberal party gained slightly,
but remained far behind with 23 per
cent support, and the Greens remained constant at 5 per cent.
The Quebec election took its toll
on support, with the NDP dropping
11 points provincially.

Assault suspect arrested

David James Leblanc, wanted for
forcibly confining, as well as sexually assaulting a teenage boy from
Nova Scotia, was arrested by Ontario police on Sunday. Leblanc
was found in Longlac, in Northern
Ontario.
The search began after the
16-year-old victim escaped from the
home where he was being detained
and sought help at a nearby house in
Lunenberg County.
There is still another suspect at
large. The 31-year-old man, named
Wayne Cunningham, is thought to
be in the West of the country.
stephanie truong gRAphiCS EDiTOR

presentation of the information they
had at hand.
“There is a lack of the analysis
as to how and how much children’s
rights have been achieved in the
state and how progress has been
made,” said Marta Mauras Perez, the
vice-chair of the committee.
“Despite some progress, significant inequities in health and readiness for school affect children in
families across the socioeconomic
range, and too many Aboriginal
children are left behind,” said David
Morley, UNICEF Canada’s president

and CEO, in a press release. “All
levels of government need to make
children a higher priority.”
Canadian representatives closed
the meeting by stating their intention to take into consideration the
recommendations and feedback
provided by UNICEF.
The one resounding piece of advice offered by Perez and UNICEF
colleagues was that, “What we’re
telling you is really to raise the bar
and to rise to the challenge, because
Canada is one of the top five economies in the world.”

E. coli contamination leads
to big beef recall

Beef products are being recalled off
shelves around Canada, after an unusually high number of E. coli cases
have raised concern about contamination. The products are associated
with XL Foods, in particular a factory located in Brooks, Alberta.
The Canadian Food Inspection Agency has recalled 1.5 million
pounds of beef thus far.
The plant was shut down on Sept.
27 after it didn’t make changes fast
enough according to the Canadian
Food Inspection Agency.

When it comes to gambling, taking precautions just makes sense.
safeorsorry.ca
Take our quiz online for a chance at a home entertainment system.
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Seasons Change
“Me and my family would go
to a pumpkin patch and we’d
each get to pick a pumpkin, it
could be any size we wanted.
Then we’d go home and draw
on them, my dad would carve
them out and we’d scoop out
all the seeds and cook them.
Then we’d just sit around the
kitchen table pigging out.”
-Brynn Ferreira, second year

“I think that what I miss most
about growing up, besides Halloween because you can’t go
out trick or treating anymore
because we’re too old for that,
was carving pumpkins. I think
that would be so much fun
to do with all my university
friends... I do jack skeleton really well.”
-Amelia Rose, second-year

“Me and my parents, when I was younger, we always used to go
a little bit up north and we’d take pictures when the leaves were
really red, orange and yellow. You’d always get good pictures
out of it and it was always a good time... It was the most Asian
thing, you know the typical touristy thing. Except that we live
here and we do it every year. They’d develop it, throw it in a little album and show people who weren’t from Canada.”
-Emmanuel Santillan, second year

“I always made pies
with my mom, she just
started teaching me…
they’re homemade so
she makes the crust from
scratch.”

“I like going to the cottage in
the fall. All the leaves and stuff,
it’s so much different than being there in the summer and so
much quieter too.”
-Graham Bennett, third year

-Jocelyn Bovay, second year
“My aunt would always
make us a Halloween super before all the kids would
come. So she’d like decorate the kitchen, she’d make
what she called creepy jello
and put like, worms, eyeballs and everything into
it… cranberry juice for
blood and stuff.”
-Jillian Marquardt, fifth year

“Looking to get costumes. Now
it’s like girls are striving to be
sluts but before when we were
in elementary school it was
about who had the most legit
costume. Like I remember one
year a guy was Tucan Sam. I
was like, ‘where did you find a
costume like that?’”
-Emma Conway, firstyear

“I’m in cross country so
I’m always running during the fall… the fall is really good outdoor running
in the woods time, it’s nice
and chill.”
-Tom Daly, first year
“Picking the pumpkins
from the pumpkin patches. My family used to do
that and we’d try to get the
biggest pumpkin.”
-Erik Daroczi, first-year

“Fall time strolls…
grab a coffee,
pumpkin spice
latte or something,
and just go on a
walk.”
-Mawadda Basir, first year

“Nothing beats sitting on
your couch with your family
pretending to be a witch and
watching Hocus Pocus. This
thanksgiving I’m bringing
university home with me
and having a thanksgiving beer pong tourney with
grams and gramps.”
-Emily Snowball, third year

“As a kid I’d always rake the
leaves with my dad. We had a
huge tree in our backyard and
we’d always jump in the huge
pile. We’d wait until all the
leaves fell and then do it.”
-Jocelyn Bovay, second year

“My friend and I, for the past couple
of years on Halloween, we made a
haunted house in his backyard. It
was free to go in, people would walk
around and we’d just have fun scaring the crap out of everybody.”
-Geo Miller, first year

“You know what sucked
[when trick or treating]?
When someone would
give you like, fruit. You
were like ‘well, okay. Eff
you too.’”
-Emma Conway, first year

Growing up, fall was about family,
while the streetlights gradually cam
got colder. These days, priorities m
should. Features Editor Colleen C
times and suggests ways to integra

“I like Thanksgiving and getting together with my family.
Pumpkin pie, turkey and just
hanging out with family that I
don’t get to see very often.”
-Nicole Favell, second year

“My favorite part is
definitely football with
the family.”
-Marcia Figueredo, first year

“I used to go apple picking with my family…
and going to the farmers market and stuff like
that.”
-Tara Zimmerman, third
year

“You know its fall when Starbucks has their pumpkin spice
lattes.”
-Christiana Wood, first year

“Chuddleys, it’s an apple
farm… apple picking,
farm animals, hay stuff.
They have Halloween
stuff too.”
-Andreea Fatu, first year

“Buying a lot of
sweaters. I love
wearing sweaters…
just the fall apparel,
love that.”
-Mridul Haque, first year
“I just had football
every day, that’s
my past time.”
-Chris Ackie, second
year

“I would collect leaves and
put them in a scrapbook and
then I used to label what each
leaf was, where I got it and
what it reminded me of. I was
like six.”
-Ashley Pellegrno, first year

“Those farms where
they have those cor
mazes and you go
on haystack rides,
that’s what I did.”
-Kayla Kandzorra, first year

“Candy apples, candy corn…
fall colors. The air seems
crisp, you breathe better I
find.”
-Jillian Marquardt, fifth year

“I’m from Hunstville
so we have lakes everywhere. We’d always go canoeing on
thanksgiving.”
-Keelin Pringnitz, second year
“I live in the city. We just
eat turkey.”
-Leighanne Rathwell, third
year

“Crunchy leaves. I
go out of my way
to step on them, on
the sidewalk.”
-Lizz Hawtin, first
year

URES
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, friends and stubbornly staying outside
me on early and the weather inevitably
make it harder to enjoy the season as we
Connolly gathers students’ favourite fall past
rate them into Laurier living.

e
rn

Keeping the
Traditions Alive

“I like husking the
corn for dinner.”
-Danica Brett , first
year

• Get some friends
together for a game
of football at alumni
field
• Cook up a turkey
dinner with roommates
• Take a walk through
Waterloo Park on a
sunny afternoon
• Plan a trip to St. Jacobs County for
the weekly farmer’s
market
• Buy pumpkins from
a local grocery store
and carve them with
a group of friends
• Enjoy a Sommersby
apple cider at Wilfs
• Buy a few bags o
Halloween candy
and host a horror
movie night
• Coordinate
with
friends and make
costumes together
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CLASSIFIEDS
DearLIFE
Dear Life is your opportunity to write a
letter to your life, allowing you to vent
your anger with life’s little frustrations in
a completely public forum.
All submissions to Dear Life are anonymous, should be no longer than 100
words and must be addressed to your life.
Submissions can be sent to dearlife@
thecord.ca no later than Monday at noon
each week.
Dear Life,
Whenever I see Don Morgenson I
can’t help but smile. What an inspiration he is to all young people.
Morgy writes for The Cord, is a very
funny professor who tells many stories and has to be about the youngest
80-something year old I have had the
pleasure of meeting.
Sincerely,
There is hope for the human race

Advertising Manager
Angela Endicott
angela.taylor@wlusp.com

Dear Life,
I was just driving in my car and some
freshman turd flashed his junk at me. I
am forever scarred.
Sincerely,
His dick needs some enlargements…
Dear EIC,
Why you no notice me? You belong
with me.
Sincerely,
LET ME LOVE YOU!!!!
Dear Life,
I find you lacking in sufficient spacetime. Please expand accordingly to accommodate my raving appetites.
Sincerely,
Just can’t get enough
Dear Drunk Girl on the street,
In response to your question to the
cop writing you a laundry list of fines,
the reason he didn’t ”arrest” me is because A) I’m not slurring my words,
B) I’m not drinking on the street, and

C) if I were to provide identification, it
would indeed be me and I am of age.
Sincerely,
Wishing some first years made better
decisions
Dear Life,
I love nothing better than being in tutorial and realizing ”wow, this is absolutely pointless… and this TA knows
nothing”
Sincerely,
Sorry man. But you suck
Dear every girl who is too lazy to actually do their hair,
Not only do you look like a fool with
that massive bun on top of your head,
but you’re blocking my view in lecture.
Sincerely,
I did not pay tuition to view your bird’s
nest
Dear Life,
If I hear one more mother fucker saying ”bro” down the street like some
badass, I’m pushing them in front of
a car.
Sincerely,
No one wants to come at you, bro
Dear EIC,
You look bangin’ in the new CTV
series.
Sincerely,
Your most dutiful (and desperate)
admirer

Cord-o-scopes: October
Libra (Sept. 24 - Oct. 23)

Find yourself running a
few extra minutes late to
class? Maybe you should
spend less time in that
Tim Hortons line up. Their sandwiches can’t be that good.

Scorpio (Oct. 24 - Nov. 22)

The weekly outings to
Chainsaw and Phils are
fun yet forgettable, but
your bank account will remember how much you spend each
week. Be careful! It’s only the second
month.

Taurus (April 21 - May 21)

Seeing as your sign occurs
during the fall season it is
time to embrace it! Carve
pumpkins, go apple picking, frolic in the leaves. Do anything
you can before you have to write
those essays.

Need an excuse to avoid
doing work but fit in a
mini workout? Take your
friend’s adorable puppy to
Waterloo Park and watch it play in
the leave. Aww.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23 - Dec. 21)

Gemini (May 22 - June 21)

At last the cool fall air is
here, and nothing feels
better than layering up
with your favourite sweater. Just try not to bust out the Canada Goose jacket just yet. It’s not that
cold.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 20)

Are you one to plan things
last minute? Think ahead
for this year’s Halloween.
No one wants you to show
up wearing the costume you did last
year.

Aquarius (Jan. 21 - Feb. 19)

Dear current Local/National Editor,
I miss our sexually inappropriate conversations and Tuesday night shenanigans. Lost of love and hugs.
Sincerely,
Wifey

Turkey month? Nope.
Halloween month? Try
again. It’s mid-term
month. See those couches in the 2-4 Lounge? Get used to
sleeping on them.

Dear Life,
They say I don’t give a shit... but I do.
Sincerely,
The Honey Badger

Pisces (Feb. 20 - Mar. 20)

Follow us

Aries (March 21 - April 20)

If you feel stressed that
you’re going to fail or you
just can’t take school anymore, stop! Breathe. Go
get a cookie and then countdown the
days until winter break.

Next time you go to
Phil’s, watch out drinking all those cheap drinks.
You may start prancing
around, acting like Spider-Man.

Cancer (June 22 - July 23)

If you’re a girl, you’re going to regret not bringing
your jacket and wearing
those platform heels. Not
even the alcohol can save you and
keep you warm this time.

Leo (July 24 - Aug. 23)

Those pumpkin spice
lattes at Starbucks are extremely expensive, but
you might as well be festive while soothing your caffeine addiction. It only increases from here.

Virgo (Aug. 24 - Sept. 23)

Do NOT jump in a pile of
leaves in the park. Lots of
dogs play there and lots of
owners are lazy to clean
up after them.
Ever since a special pigeon pooped on her
head, Carly Basch has seen the future

@cordnews, @cordsports, @cordarts

‘BATTLE OF WATERLOO’
Laurier vs Waterloo

“Roll Away for 40k”

Thursday, October 4
7:00 pm
University Stadium

tickets.laurierathletics.com
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Life

Life Editor
Carly Basch
cbasch@thecord.ca

Naturally thin? It’s all in your genes
irma shaboian
STAff WRiTER

It’s natural to be astonished when
we see a slim person chomping
down on a very high-calorie meal
without worrying about how it taking a toll on their weight.
It’s even more natural to want
be that person who has no guilt in
over-indulging in chocolate while
the rest of us spend hours at the gym
on a weekly basis to keep ourselves
looking the equivalent.
Many argue that it’s our diet, environment or genetics that are responsible for the way our bodies
look. All that holds a comparative
truth. It can be a combination of
all three intertwining factors, each
holding more weight than the other.
With that said, we each have an
excuse as to why our bodies look the
way they do without really understanding the complexities behind it.
Obesity rates in North America
and the UK have been soaring. Obesity is beginning to change our genetics and incorporate itself into our
DNA.
Research investigating overweight people has provided little
breakthrough. In order to discover
new information, new methods
were needed: studying thin people.
Often frowned upon, fat tissue is
composed of fat cells that consist of
an oil droplet that the body burns in
a chemical reaction when energy is
scarce.
According to Eric Ravussin, an
obesity geneticist, our ancestors
went through periods of feast or
famine, gaining weight during the
feast in order to survive the famine.
Ironically, it turned into the survival

of the fattest.
This supposedly evolutionary
trait passed onto people today, explaining why some of us are able to
deposit fat more easily.
However, this proves false for
some of the participants in the UK
study. The experiment, monitored
by Carel Le Raux of Imperial College of London, kept track of each of
the volunteers’ body fat percentage
and physical appearance week after
week.
Many of the participants citied that if they ate past the feeling
of fullness, they’d often throw up.
Consequently, many of them were
not able to meet their daily calorie
intake needs, despite wanting to.
However, one volunteer defied these statistics. Martin Wong,
a male of Asian descent, looked
no physically different and gained
3.5 per cent of his weight — only a
fraction of what his counterparts
gained.
What made this finding notable
wasn’t that Wong gained the least
amount of weight, but how his body
handled the different changes.
The excessive calorie intake resulted in an increase in fat tissue,
but for Wong, it resulted in an increase in muscle tissue. For those
like Wong, it may be genetically impossible to become overweight.
Genetically speaking, our body’s
ability to cope with such drastic
changes go hand-in-hand with the
conception that humans cannot
consciously determine their weight
because it is biologically fixed.
For most of our adult life, our
weight will be relatively stable over a
long period of time.
Gabriel Moreno-Hagelsieb, a

biology professor at Wilfrid Laurier University, mentions a factor
that many of us fail to consider:
microbes.
Our intestines are covered with
microbes that play a role in the absorption of our food and the conversion of energy.
According to Moreno-Hagelsieb,
“Microbes are different in people
with obesity problems than people
without obesity problems—the food
is what stimulates the microbes.
Microbes become more efficient
at extracting energy and making the
food better digested, it results in the
person absorbing more of the food.”
“By eating fatty foods at a
younger age, they [microbes] will
adapt to digesting the foods we eat
faster,” said Moreno-Hagelsieb.
Another aspect of weight management that is often overlooked is
our genetic predisposition to certain
enzymes in our diets.
“Eat more of a balanced diet. You
have to enjoy life anyway, just have
control over how much you eat,”
said Moreno-Hagelsieb.
“Don’t crash diet. If you eat too
little, your body adapts to that and
reacts by making the microbes become more efficient. But it will
backfire since your body will think
that there’s no food and it will begin
to store fat much more easily something you don’t want.”
The thought of being thin forever
is an illusion.
There are many theories explaining why some stay skinnier than
others, but it is atypical to stay skinny forever.
Exerting self-discipline and
strength of will does provide us consolation regarding the fact that we

steph truong gRAphiCS EDiTOR

can be in-charge of our bodies, but
above and beyond all, it is our health
that should be our first priority.
However, it is our health which is
reflected through our bodies and a

manifestation of how we view and
feel about ourselves.
It is our genetics that make us, but
our lifestyle that moulds us.

Carnivore’s Conundrum:

Back on track
spencer dunn
STAff WRiTER

‘Tis the holiday to indulge
shelby blackley
SpORTS EDiTOR

It’s the most wonderful time of the
year. The decorations are out, the
weather has changed and the family
is gathered. Do you have a guess?
Trust me, it’s not Christmas. It’s
not even Easter, or your sister’s
sweet 16 with 20 screaming pubescent girls running around you talking about boys.
It’s Thanksgiving: every university and college student’s favourite
holiday.
Not only is it the first time most
hard-working students get a chance
to go home and take a break, they
also have a chance to have the most
glorious thing on Earth: food.
Beautiful, bountiful, scrumptious
homemade food that didn’t come
from a can, precooked, packaged
or made of the leftover soon-to-be

moulding food in the back of your
residence fridge.
My first piece of advice to you,
especially those who are in first
year, when you step foot inside your
house, eat. In fact, eat a lot.
Eat everything in sight and don’t
be afraid of your mother saying that
you’re going to become fat. We all
know this is false because your next
good meal won’t be for another two
and a half months.
That’s a painfully long time to
wait until we have another scrumptious meal.
So when you sit down for your
Thanksgiving dinner, or for your
first family meal in a month, or
find something so delicious in your
fridge that it needs to be eaten immediately, savour it. This is important because it’s not coming back.
Pigging out during these holidays
is okay despite what anyone tells
you. In a way, it is considered binge
eating, but when you are faced with
the threat of malnutrition in terms
of what is offered on campus or in
your house, it doesn’t really matter.
My personal recommendation is
that you should just eat everything

you enjoy and not really care about
eating too much or having to walk it
off.
Another major piece of advice
is to make use of all of the plastic
or Tupperware containers in your
house and bring back to Waterloo
copious amounts of home-cooked
food.
The next time you go home for
a good meal, especially a meal like
Thanksgiving turkey, will probably not be until there’s snow on the
ground and you’re stress free after
exams.
So use everything you have to
bring back every type of food that
you can eat for the next few weeks.
And do not share.
Relish in the good food. Not only
will it make you healthier and happier but you’ll appreciate being
home so much more than you did
thirty days ago when your parents
told you, that you were an annoying
person.
Happy Thanksgiving Laurier!
I expect to see your fridges full of
white meat, apple crumbly, cranberries and pumpkin pie when you
return.

We’re back on track, folks. $80 was
spent, and no more. Most of that
money was put towards Homecoming “groceries”, but I was incredibly
cautious with my money.
Saturday was obviously cheat
day, and Sunday I didn’t really feel
like eating, which worked out to my
advantage.
“But Spencer,” you’re probably
(not) asking yourself, “How did you
go from spending so much money to
spending so little?”
Do not fret, I will tell you. Here
are some examples of how I was
able to bounce back:
1) Leftovers, leftovers, leftovers.
Most recipes make a four-person
serving, if you break it into four
meals you will spend much less
money on groceries.
Soups and casseroles are prime
for leftovers. Just follow the instructions on shepherd’s pie seasoning
and you’re in the money.
2)I’m taking a pearl of wisdom that
I learned from my father the day I
came home with a case of Stella Artois. “STELLA?! That’s too good of a
beer, you drink Brava and Old Milwaukee until you have a real job,” he
told me.
It’s true, though. Don’t splurge on
expensive alcohol unless it’s a special occasion.
3)Investment groceries. Buying a
bag of shrimp and incorporating
that into more than one meal is key.
Be creative with pasta, chicken and

other versatile foods.
4) Get yourself some eggs, canola
oil and a variety of spices. They may
be expensive at first but they last a
long time and can be used for a variety of meals.
Unlike last week, my physical activity improved and resulted in going to the gym more than once. Intermediate gym-goers, listen up!
A few tips to people who go to the
gym:
1) Don’t bring your date/book/
gameboy to the gym. It may seem
like a good distraction for you, but
that’s exactly what it’s doing and it
keeps you from getting a good sweat
on, unless your partner motivates
you.
2)Proper attire is important.
You are not going to get a good
run on in jeans. If you insist on
bringing your girlfriend and she
wears short shorts and a mini tank
top, I’m going to stare- and that’s
distracting me.
3) The gym is not a club, save the
pick up lines for Firehall, tiger.
This week coming up needs an
introduction. I’m doing Amish
week in honour of my new favourite show Breaking Amish. So I
will be attempting to not use my
phone or computer for anything but
homework.
This might make things difficult
to those who want to reach me…
stay tuned for more Fatso Raven after these commercials.
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Nuit Blanche: A search for the fake people
Toronto’s all-night arts festival is recounted as an exhilarating journey, captured through the camera lens
Kate RICHaRDS
CORD ARTS

Having never been to Nuit Blanche,
Toronto’s annual all-night festival in which artists transform the
streets into a massive public gallery,
I decided to plan my night in a different way. Covering such a large
expanse of the downtown core, it is
near impossible to see everything
Nuit Blanche has to offer. So it was
decided. I must find the fake people
and kidnap one of their kind. This
was my mission.
The “fake people,” as I termed
them, are life-sized, human-shaped
sculptures made from boxing tape.
The actual title of this interactive installation piece is Outsiders 2012.
But I thought “fake people” made my
mission sound sinister enough to be
cool.
Exiting St. Andrew station,
amongst floating, green, illuminated
space invaders, I made my way towards The Eaton Centre, the fake
people’s main headquarters. To my
surprise they were well guarded by
elastic fencing and old ladies in red
uniforms.
How cruel, I thought; to be named
by your makers in such a satirical
way. To be trapped inside a mall and
held hostage by these red-suited
hoary old women with no mercy.
Although they were quite friendly
toward real people, they wouldn’t
set even one of the fake people free.
I became even more determined to
kidnap one: for it’s own good.
Seeing a propped open emergency exit right next to the fake person
detention centre, I thought perhaps
there could be a main storage area

NICK laCHaNCe phOTOGRAphY mANAGER

where I could stealthily snatch one
away. There wasn’t. And I ended up
getting lost in the creepy back-passageways of the Eaton Centre.
It was a terrible, claustrophobic
maze full of garbage and dripping
pipes. With every door I opened, I
expected to see Yonge St. and a cavalcade of people with dilated pupils
and glow sticks. But only more cement passageway.
Finally, I saw a garbage man, but
before I could ask how to get the hell
out my photographer started running away, apparently paranoid that
we were going to get arrested for
trespassing.

We ran for so long that my lungs
felt like they were going explode
out of my mouth when we finally
found an exit door… that was being guarded on the other side by a
zombie. Ridiculous. It stared at us
stupidly and didn’t say anything. I
began to laugh uncontrollably as we
walked away, glad to have ended our
search for freedom with a nonviolent monster.
I looked up to find myself at
Yonge and Dundas Square, and
there it was. A crowd of people, on
top of which was a fake person body
surfing! I ran for it, made my way to
the middle of the crowd and yelled

at everyone that I wanted a “nice”
photo with the fake person.
Everyone was kind enough to
move aside while I placed the fake
person’s arm around my shoulders
and posed for a photo. I had it. This
was it. This was my fake person.
And just as I was ready to run for it,
it was gone.
Being in the middle of an open
space, I imagine it would be quite
difficult to steal a life-sized humanshaped sculpture from a crowd of
people unnoticed. I was astonished.
The fake person was stolen from my
arms with hundreds of witnesses
and was now nowhere to be seen. I

stood on a bench to get a better view
of the square. Nowhere.
The purpose of Outsiders2012 is
to highlight the way we treat strangers. From what I saw during Nuit
Blanche, the majority of people
keep strangers locked behind elastic fencing, and throw them into
crowds of people without a thought
about their well being. Oh, and try
to kidnap them.
Reading the statement about
Outsider2012 on Nuit Blanche’s
web site, I was surprised that this
was the only motivation mentioned
about this installation.
Encountering plastic life-sized
human-shaped “strangers” isn’t
going to incite the same reaction
as encountering an actual human
stranger. A plastic sculpture available to the public is a commodity, it’s something to take and to
have and to do with what you will. I
don’t think people see strangers as
commodities.
What I took from the installation was more so a commentary and
comparison on the physical similarities between human strangers and
these “fake people.” When you see a
stranger on the bus or in the street,
you recognize that they have a similar physical shape to yourself, but
you understand the mystery behind
what is the inside of that stranger:
their thoughts and their opinions
that you don’t know.
I thought the fake people represented this common encounter that
humans have on a regular basis,
more than they show how humans
actually treat strangers. At the very
least, I know I would never kidnap a
real human.

Cord Arts Movie Review: Johnson’s Looper delivers
CameRoN Noble
CORD ARTS

For a movie that’s based on time
travel, Looper’s writer and director
Rian Johnson makes the smart decision to leave the mechanics behind
how people travel through time out
of the film.
As Bruce Willis explains in the
movie, “... if we start [explaining it],
we’re going to be here all day, making diagrams with straws.”
However, Looper is not merely
two hours of gunplay: there are moments where flashes of Die Hard appear, but Johnson instead focuses
the plot around moral choice.
Taking place in a “Blade Runneresque” near future, Looper is set in a
slum-centred New York City with
an increased divide between the rich

and poor.
The young Joe, played by Joseph
Gordon-Levitt (also a protagonist
in Johnson’s neo-noir film Brick), is
part of a criminal underground and
lives as a looper; an assassin tasked
with killing people sent from the
future.
He lives without worry, addicted
to mind-altering futuristic drugs,
with few personal connections and
no family to speak of. When the
young Joe receives his next target, he
suddenly realizes that it’s the future
version of himself (played by Willis). Understandably taken aback,
he cannot follow through with the
execution.
Looper’s greatest successes come
when the action slows down and an
emotional layer is revealed. Both
Willis and Gordon-Levitt easily
take on the action-hero persona,

but their characters become multidimensional as they provide emotional motivations behind their
decisions.
Another notable performance is
that of Emily Blunt. Blunt plays a
secluded mother and does a fantastic job portraying her rocky relationship with her son, the vitally important six-year-old that was purposely
left out of marketing materials for
spoiler-y reasons.
A little messy at times, the film
takes many unexpected twists and
turns that all funnel into a complicated yet moving story. Those expecting a shallow sci-fi film will be
pleasantly surprised.
As soon as the movie finished,
I immediately wanted to watch it
again. Looper is a downright pulsing thriller-action-film intertwined
with a solid emotional story.

WaDe tHompSoN
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‘Who’s Zed? Zeds Dead, baby’
AMY MELISSA GRIEF
ARTS EDITOR

Last Thursday night, Toronto-based
electronic duo Zeds Dead returned
to Uptown Waterloo’s Beta Night
Club with a vengeance.
After seeing them play a somewhat lackluster show at the same
venue last April, I was a bit apprehensive going into the performance.
However, on Thursday night they
were back with their usual magic.
The crowd was the perfect
size; full without being overcrowded. People seemed to be at
the club to enjoy music, the usual

bump-and-grind was left behind as
the audience danced as a cohesive
collective.
Energetic, yet seemingly humble,
Zeds Dead interacted with the audience throughout their entire hourand-half set. Playing fan favourites
such as “Rudeboy” and “Out for
Blood” near the beginning of their
set, they had the crowd hooked from
the very first drop.
Keeping the audience engaged
throughout the entirety of their set,
Zeds Dead continually played pieces
that had the crowd singing along
with enthusiasm.
Stand-out numbers included
a remix of Jimi Hendrix’s “Purple

Haze,” the psychedelic tones providing a welcome contrast to their more
bass-heavy tracks.
Keeping it old school, they also
threw on The Mamas and Papas’
“California Dreaming” and as the
smooth melody dissolved into a
grimy dubstep remix, the crowd
went wild.
Just minutes before leaving the
stage they played Skrillex and Damien Marley’s “Make it Bun ‘dem,”
quickly followed by two of their own
early hits: “Coffee Break” and a remix of Blue Foundation’s “Eyes on
Fire.” The climax of the set, the audience was literally begging for more
as they announced the conclusion of

the show.
Returning for a short encore, the
crowd remained entranced in the
music until the very last note.
At 2:30 a.m., the lights came on
bringing everyone back to reality.
As the audience was shepherded out
of the club, it was surprising to see
that the majority of the crowd stayed
until the end — a true testament to
Zeds Dead’s excellent showmanship.
With their unique, incomparable sound, Zeds Dead have put Toronto on the map as veritable EDM
capital, and on Thursday night they
showed Waterloo why they remain
part of dance music’s elite.

NICK LACHANCE PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

The packed crowd goes wild as Toronto-based EDM duo, Zeds Dead, put on an energetic show at Beta Nightclub last Thursday night.

More than childhood entertainment
—cover

fortunate birthday girl, who was serenaded with “ABC’s of You,” “Puff
the Magic Dragon” and of course,
“Happy Birthday.”
The concert, lasting well into the
evening, concluded with a double encore and a rousing standing
ovation.
According to Penner, one of the
major challenges of performing
to an older crowd is maintaining
age-appropriate content, but as he
maintains, “It gives me a chance to
play some of the music that influenced me.”
While the people that watched his
show have grown up, his music still
resonates with them.
“I played a show a number of
years ago in Montreal, and it was
a bar show, and it was completely
sold out,” Penner said. “And it rekindled my awareness that I want
to maintain that contact with that

generation.”
Over the past few years Penner
has travelled coast-to-coast playing
at university campuses across the
country.
What draws the university
demographic to shows featuring our
childhood heroes?
Perhaps it’s the nostalgic longing
for a time past, the deep-seated desire to return to a simpler time free
of the stresses of daily life.
“There’s something about the
people or the things that you
remember from when you were a
child that people want to reconnect
with,” said Penner. “It’s... maybe
part of the life process, of wanting to
know where you came from, and the
reason you feel a certain way about
things.”
While the atmosphere at Chainsaw was different than Penner’s
usual performance venues, he said,
“The energy between me and the
audience never changes.

“...The level of response
is really gratifying to
know that there’s still a
place in their hearts for
me.”
—Fred Penner, Canadian Entertainer

“The atmosphere around it can alter
a bit, you know the alcohol has some
affect on it certainly, but there was
a very positive and warm, energized
feeling there, and that’s what I cling
to when I’m performing.”
The positive energy that coursed
through Chainsaw was palpable as the audience was an active

participant in the show, singing along to childhood favourites
such as “The Cat Came Back” and
“Sandwiches.”
After the show, Penner graciously
stayed behind to greet fans and to
sign autographs.
As audience members enthusiastically shared personal stories with
Penner, some were moved to the
point of tears, overwhelmed by the
flood of memories that accompanied meeting a key figure from their
childhood.
Realizing the impact that he still
has on a generation, Penner said,
“Just getting the excitement and the
level of response is really gratifying for me to know that there’s still a
place in their hearts for me.”
Penner was in town for a week
and participated in the TedxLaurier
talks at WLU and the Respect Campaign at Conestoga College.
He flew back to his hometown,
Winnipeg, MB on Friday morning.
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Secret
film
revealed
K-W Counselling
screens TIFF film
WADE THOMPSON
VISUAL DIRECTOR

Last week, K-W Counselling Services held a secret screening of a new,
as of yet, unreleased film at Uptown
Waterloo’s Princess Cinema. The
film turned out to be Canadian darling Sarah Polley’s new movie Stories
We Tell, which was a hit at TIFF last
month.
Polley’s film focuses on the reallife tale of the director herself who,
while in her teens, discovered that
her mother had a secret affair that
may have led directly to Polley’s own
birth. Through the splicing of found
home videos from her childhood,
current interviews with her family
(including her mother’s lover and
her own father) and staged reenactments of her past, Polley tells her
story and makes sure everyone else
tells theirs along the way.
In this way, the term “documentary” can only be applied loosely. As
much as it is a true life representation of Polley’s family with the interspersing of created memories gives
the film a much more cinematic feel.
Her directorial touch with the staged
material really puts emphasis on the
fictionalized feeling that these often-outrageous confessions tend to
evoke over the course of the movie.
This is just one of the many undeniable flairs attributed to Polley
as director. She handles the pace of
the film with such grace that it never
fails to be interesting, despite the
“normal, Canadian family” angle inherent in the movie. K-W Counselling’s choice of movie could not have
been more appropriate as the characters were easy to relate to.
The blending of stories in the film
is really what makes it such a unique
movie watching experience.
It begins by telling the tale of Polley’s mother and transitions into all
of the different relationships she
held with her husband, friends and
children.
But by the end, Polley becomes
the lead in the film, trying to seek
out the truth not only about her own
life, but also of those she is interviewing. As much as the movie is a
comment on the story of her namesakes, it also develops a level of selfawareness through film.
The making of the documentary
becomes just as vital to the film as
the interview footage.
Polley has a very distinct talent as
a storyteller and if early buzz is any
indication, she should receive much
more praise as the movie rolls into
wider release in the coming months.
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Canada’s new
foreign policy
Canada’s Foreign Affairs Minister John Baird has
had to make some difficult decisions in the past few
months and has been particularly vocal about his positions on Canada’s new international stance. Early in
September he announced that Ottawa had suspended
diplomatic relations with Tehran, and Iranian diplomats were given five days to leave the country.
This move was a response to allegations concerning
the weaponization of Iran’s nuclear program, the regime’s continued support of Hezbollah in Lebanon and
President Bashar al-Assad in Syria. Both Syria and Iran
are now listed as state sponsors of terrorism under the
Justice for Victims of Terrorism Act.
Media coverage of the decision also cited Iran’s tensions with Israel, the death of Canadian photojournalist Zahra Kazemi in Iran in 2003, and Iran’s perceived
failure to protect its embassy personnel under the Vienna Convention in 1979 hostage crises in the American Embassy and the storming of the British Embassies in 2011.
Canada is right to be conscious of Iran’s dire situation in today’s politics. However the degree to which
our Foreign Affairs Minister should be a leader in this
dialogue is debatable. This question of Iran is an international one and should be treated as such. More importantly, Baird’s decisions weaken the diplomatic efforts of the international community to mediate these
disputes by raising political tensions.
This new Canadian rhetoric of diplomatic bitterness
is also seen in Baird’s criticism of the failure of the UN’s
mission in Syria this past Monday when he said the organization is unable to live up to its ideals. Although
the UN has so far been unable to formulate a resolution
on the Syrian crises, Canada should not be leading the
effort to discredit the negotiation process.
Similarly with the Iran issue Baird is moving Canada’s international stance away from its traditional role
as a peacekeeper and is instead reiterating the positions of more politically involved nations.
Canada should not feel threatened by Iran but our
ministers’ decisions to become more aligned with
Iran’s opposition may create new and unnecessary
threats. Rather than becoming directly involved in this
dispute Canada should show more support for international regulations and encourage diplomacy.
–The Cord Editorial Board

Embrace nostalgia
As Laurier students were treated this past week to a
performance from childhood diddy maker Fred Penner,
the idea of embracing nostalgia was pre-eminent
across the minds of the 20-somethings working for
The Cord.
Penner represents a simpler time in our lives, a time
when the most important points of contention we
faced were how much we did, in fact, love sandwiches. Being able to embrace an icon from the past as an
“adult” is something essential to really sustaining our
sanity as a pop culture generation.
Even more so than our parents, we were raised as
television junkies who looked to the likes of Penner,
Mr. Rogers and Mr. Dressup to teach us the ways of the
world and use our imagination. It’s figures like these
who have helped to shape the people we are and will
eventually become.
Hollywood seems to recognize this too, as more
and more releases of movies and TV shows are reflections and re-interpretations of our own pasts, and the
pasts of generations before us. How else do you explain
movies like The Muppets re-emerging as predominant
family entertainment, or homages like Drive and The
Artist doing as critically well as they did.
It’s too easy to claim how this new generation of
young people will never understand or appreciate their
childhood the same way we have. But just as the generation before us, it remains our right to do just that.
Youth today do not have a Fred Penner to look forward to re-discovering later in life. Who exactly do
they have as an equivalent that will be just as fun to see
with a beer in hand, singing about how that damn cat
came back, the very next day? Something tells me YoGabba-Gabba will not be headlining Chainsaw for the
graduating class of 2028.
So embrace nostalgia when you have the chance to.
A childhood is a terrible thing to forget.
–The Cord Editorial Board
These unsigned editorials are based off informal discussions
and then agreed upon by the majority of The Cord’s editorial
board, including the Editor-in-Chief and Opinion Editor. The
arguments made may reference any facts that have been made
available through interviews, documents or other sources. The
views presented do not necessarily reflect those of The Cord’s
volunteers, staff or WLUSP.
The Cord is published by
Wilfrid Laurier University Student Publications.
Contact Emily Frost, WLUSP President and Publisher
75 University Ave.W, Waterloo ON N2L 3C5
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A step in the wrong direction
With Seth MacFarlane announced as the host of this year’s Academy
Awards, we could be in for yet another forgettable Oscar night

Kate turner
PHOTOGRAPHY MANAGER

It was announced Monday that Seth
MacFarlane, creator of Family Guy and
Ted, would be hosting the Oscars in
February. I would not like to thank the
Academy. Apologies to the Family Guy
fans out there, but I just don’t get the appeal.
When MacFarlane hosted Saturday
Night Live last month, he as per usual,
relied on the same three voices to get
through his monologue.
I get it, he created a television show
that has been around since dial-up Internet, but sooner or later shouldn’t he
think of new material?
He brings nothing new to the table
and is going to regurgitate the same
jokes we’ve all heard countless times
before.
The Academy is making a huge mistake by choosing an actor that they think
young people associate with instead of
one with originality and a proven capability to host an awards show.
I don’t know about other people, but
I’m still embarrassed about the whole
Anne Hathaway/James Franco fiasco,
and I really don’t want to see that again.
What has MacFarlane done recently
to prove himself capable of hosting the
biggest awards show of the year?
At the Emmys just a few weeks ago
he couldn’t even find the correct microphone, and shockingly, whipped out
the old Stewie Griffin voice because he

If you start your Family
Guy shenanigans on Oscar night, I will change the
channel faster than you can
say “giggity giggity.”

didn’t know what else to do.
There are many more adept actors
who are infinitely more talented that the
Academy could have chosen. Because
they want to appeal to a younger audience however, they chose someone with
a small repertoire and limited talent.
In recent years, it has become clear
that the Academy is less concerned with
the quality of the award show itself and
more preoccupied with attracting a bigger, younger audience.
Doing this has only ended with the
Oscars being disastrous and embarrassing to watch.
If it’s not obvious enough already, my
main problem with Seth MacFarlane is
his total lack of originality. Every vocal
impression he does sounds similar. Family Guy, American Dad and The Cleveland
Show are essentially the same thing.
When he appears on television as
himself, he relies on his old voices because there is nothing else he can bring

to the table.
His “comedy” relies on the audience’s
knowledge of his past work and not on
new material that is applicable to today’s
popular culture.
Most people I know rarely watch Family Guy anymore because they’ve either
outgrown the humor or have just gotten
tired of the same old humour.
So the Academy either chose MacFarlane because they are trying to attract the audience who loved Ted, or they
are trying to target 15 year olds who still
watch Family Guy.
Let’s be honest, film directors do not
host the Oscars and if they wanted to attract the Ted audience why not choose
Marky Mark? Seriously, have you seen
his abs?
I appreciate the fact that the Academy
is at least trying to make the Oscars relevant, but they just can’t seem to make
it work and I personally don’t want to
see Billy Crystal host for the tenth time.
I also don’t want to see another young
person trying and failing to make a room
full of different age groups laugh.
For everyone’s sake, the Academy
needs to quit focusing on the quantity of
viewers and rather, on the quality of the
show they are producing.
When they choose hosts based on
their talent rather than their supposed
relevance, the show is much more successful and enjoyable to watch.
This year they are attempting to be innovative by having a young, unconventional voice actor as a host, but with his
lack of material a flop is imminent. I’m
sorry Seth, but you’re just not right for
the job.
And if you start with your Family
Guy shenanigans on Oscar night, I will
change the channel faster than you can
say “giggity giggity.”
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Caledonia violence sets dangerous precedent
The legacy left by the Grand River tract land dispute could
prove to be a threat to future peaceful reconciliation

james popkie
OPINION COLUMNIST

Between 2006 and 2008, the small
town of Caledonia, Ont. was the
scene of massive violence and civil
unrest.
The protesters were largely native-Canadian, accompanied by
many non-native supporters including students from Laurier and
the University of Waterloo.
While it would seem the events
of Caledonia are in the past, the
Grand River Dispute is still circulating, specifically around the former
Douglas Creek Estates property.
With the native population wanting to begin “revitalization projects”
on this land, more protests and debates have been sparked.
The original issue involved the
Haldimand Tract, land along the
Grand River that was given to the
Six Nations as a reward for their
participation with the British in the
Revolutionary War.
Supposedly, this land was unjustly
stolen, although historical records
show that its native owners sold the
land to the Crown in 1841.
The town of Caledonia, which
sits along the Haldimand Tract, has
been cast in these protests as stolen
native land.

Of course, it could be argued
however, that the entirety of North
America is stolen native land.
As a result, the townspeople of
Caledonia were extensively terrorized by violent mobs in which a local bridge was burnt and there were
two cases of attempted murder. In
2011, Richard Smoke was given a
mere two-year prison sentence for
attempted murder.
Ontario Superior Court judge
Alan Whitten, who presided over
the case acknowledged it as: “Just a
notch below culpable homicide.”
Whitten claimed the reason for a
reduced sentence was the legacy of
residential schools and the disproportionately high number of incarcerated Native Canadians.
Essentially, the crime was trivialized on account of the attacker’s
Native background, sending a clear
message just short of “two wrongs
make a right.”
When Christie Blatchford, the
writer of a book chronicling the violence in Caledonia, tried to make an
appearance at UW she was booed
off the stage with chants from student activists calling her a racist.
This behaviour has been defended
on the basis that we hurt native peoples much worse historically.
Thus, “lesser atrocities” of the
present day, like what happened in
Caledonia, are deemed excusable
and even justifiable.
This is quite problematic as it sets
a dangerous precedent that effectively declares open season on all
non-natives in Canada as legitimate

Letters to the Editor
An invitation to come
forward
Dear Editor,
Homecoming has come and gone.
A huge success in all respects except one incident that should not
have happened.
With less than ten minutes left
in the football game, my wife Marlene and I were leaving the stadium
and noticed, I assume, a first-year
student in a purple t-shirt verbally
abusing two young women inside
the ticket booth.
He was vulgar and spitting at
them.
I went to him and said “What’s
wrong with you?” He turned, looked
at me and said “f*** you” then he
began running out and away from
the stadium.
My reason for writing this letter
is to ask that person, if he remembers the incident, to come visit me
in Alumni Hall and explain his poor
behaviour. It is unbecoming and totally unacceptable behaviour of a

university student.
I would welcome a visit from him.
I am located in Alumni Hall and am
here each morning from 9 a.m.-12
p.m.. I realize it would take some
courage to expect him to show up. I
do not expect any form of discipline
on behalf of the university authorities, just an opportunity to allow
him to show what kind of person he
really is.
Alcohol brings out the worst at
times but this is a chance to bring
out the best in him.
–Fred Nichols
Former dean of students

Letter policy
Letters must not exceed 250 words. Include your full name and telephone number. Letters must be received by 12:00
p.m. noon Monday via e-mail to letters@
thecord.ca. The Cord reserves the right to
edit for length and clarity or to reject any
letter.

Follow us
@cordnews

targets for random indiscriminate
violence.
Since Kitchener-Waterloo also
lies within the Haldimand Tract,
the City of Waterloo would have to
be considered “stolen land” just as
much as Caledonia.
The Laurier and UW students
who participated in demonstrations condemning the inhabitants
of Caledonia are nothing shy of
hypocritical.
Their guilt has taken on a selective form in which inhabitants
of Caledonia can be sacrificed as
scapegoats for the cause while the
rest of us can go on living our lives
in peace.
If we are willing to stand idly by
and defend or downplay senseless
violence and attempted murder,
while still maintaining that we don’t
deserve to be the recipients of it, we
are massive hypocrites.
Many natives are understandably
upset given the historical injustices
they’ve faced.
But two wrongs do not make a
right, regardless of which wrong
was greater.
We cannot control the events
of the past, but we can control the
events of the present.
No amount of unhealed wounds
or historical injustice can justify
the attacks against innocent people that the Caledonia dispute has
seen.
Reconciliation and looking to
build a better future for all citizens should be the goal rather
than avenging history with further
violence.

michelle drewapic FLICkR COMMONS

Talking mental health:
Peer pressure after high school

COMMUNITY CONTRIBUTOR

It is tough to go against
what everyone else is
doing so you must be
patient with yourself.

Peer pressure occurs when others
challenge your values and beliefs
in a way that results with you doing something you would not normally do.
People often yield to peer pressure to gain acceptance or live up to
others’ expectations to be part of a
certain social group.
Contrary to popular belief, peer
pressure does not end in high
school.
It is in fact very common and
faced by university students all the
time.
The need to fit in is a normal human desire, but how you respond
to it determines how it affects your
life.
First-year university students receive an overwhelming number of
messages about what to value and
how to behave.
Pressure to change and conform
comes from different peer groups
on campus and a wider influential
culture.
You might change the way you
dress or how you treat people, or
you might adopt more drastic behaviours like drinking, doing drugs
or having sex before you feel ready.
Peer pressure can influence your
sense of belonging, confidence and
self-esteem.

The results of changing to fit in
can cause people to withdraw and
become mistrustful.
Your personal values can become skewed and you can lose
sight of what is really important to
you.
It is possible, however, to combat peer pressure. Learning to be
assertive and focusing on how you
feel about what is happening are
the best ways to overcome outside
influences.
It is also necessary to be aware
of the risks in getting caught up in a
crowd mentality.
Try to be responsive to the feeling
you get when your personal boundaries are being challenged.
Find a way to say ‘no,’ but remember that it is difficult to stand up to
peer pressure.
It is tough to go against what
everyone else is doing so you must
be patient with yourself.

jessica nitsiopoulos

Ultimately, it is most helpful to
find people with like-minded views
who can help you feel supported in
your decisions. It is useful to also
remember that peer pressure is not
always negative.
Encouraging pressure can help
challenge and motivate you to make
positive changes. It can give you
a much needed push to try new
things. Embrace this for you might
discover something great.
Inspirational author Steve Maraboli expressed it best when he said:
“At any given point you can release
your greatest self. Don’t let anyone
hold you back.
“Don’t let anyone dilute you.
Don’t be peer-pressured into being less than you are. People willing
to dilute themselves for the sake of
others is one of the great tragedies
of our time.”
At Counselling Services we can
work together to help you identify
and clarify what is important to you
and help you build the confidence to
uphold your values. Check us out at
www.mylaurier.ca/counselling for
information.
Our radio show “Talking Mental Health” will cover this and other
topics throughout October. “Talking Mental Health” airs Mondays,
Wedensdays and Fridays at 2 p.m.
on Radio Laurier.
For feedback or comments about
the radio program, please e-mail:
talkingmentalhealth@radiolaurier.
com.
Jessica Nitsopoulous is a counselling services intern at WLU
letters@thecord.ca
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Athletics celebrates annual Homecoming
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Hall of Fame, football, dinner and ceremony round out Homecoming events for the weekend
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Left: action from Saturday’s Homecoming loss to the Guelph Gryphons. Right: Inductees Sarah Zagorski and Mike Choma give speeches at Friday’s Hall of Fame dinner

Hawks look ahead
—cover

front of that many people, but [we] would
have liked to get the win.”
Fantham completed 18 passes in 25 attempts for 320 yards and one touchdown.
He also had three interceptions.
Regardless, Jeffries expressed his happiness with the fourth-year quarterback that
started his first game last weekend against
Ottawa after Travis Eman was added to the
injury list.
“He’s doing all we ask of him. I’m pleased
with him.”
Fantham wasn’t responsible for all the
Hawks’ turnovers as receiver Greg Nyhof
also had a costly fumble deep in Gryphons’
territory following a long completion.
The Hawks’ defence continued to excel
for the fifth week in a row, holding the Gryphons scoreless for the second half until the
final field goal.
“That’s a good group over there,” Jeffries
said. “They compete like heck.”
Fantham agreed, saying that the defence
had great field position and got the ball constantly for the offence.
But despite their best efforts, they failed
to stop the tangible offence from the Gryphons, which included Robert Farquharson
recording 178 yards during the game.
Meanwhile, quarterback Jazz Lindsey
continued his solid sophomore season,
completing 20 of his 32 passes for 247 yards,
finding eight receivers, two of which recorded touchdowns.

Guelph now improves to 4-1 on the season, good enough for second in the Ontario
University Athletics (OUA) league. Tuesday
morning, Guelph also ranked within the Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) top 10
rankings at No. 9.
Laurier drops to 2-3, which ties them for
the sixth and final spot in the OUA with the
Toronto Varsity Blues- the team that defeated them in the season opener.
The loss also makes playoffs harder for
the Hawks to achieve, with the No. 1 McMaster Marauders and the No. 7 Western
Mustangs being the final two games of the
season.
Laurier hopes to find a win Thursday
night when they host the cross-town rivals,
the Waterloo Warriors, in their final home
game of the season.
If the Hawks don’t make the postseason,
it’ll be the first time since 2002 that they will
not contend in the playoffs.
It would also be the first time they’d miss
the playoffs during Jeffries’ tenure as head
coach.
Will morale be an issue after the devastating Homecoming loss?
“That’s not an issue. That’s not an issue,” Jeffries said. “These kids are resilient
as heck. We’ll just bounce right back for that
Laurier loop in the morning and away we go
again.”
Fantham agreed.
“We just forget it, and get ready for Thursday. That’s all we can do.”

More Sports on

thecord.ca
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Staff Writer
Ashley Denuzzo
explains the
tactics of chirping
in sport

Alumni inducted
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Once a Hawk, always a Hawk.
Friday evening, five athletes, two teams
and one builder were inducted into the
Wilfrid Laurier University’s athletic Hall
of Fame in one of the largest classes in the
Hall’s history.
Men’s football’s Mike Choma, Art Lestins and Justin Phillips, women’s basketball’s Sarah Zagorski and women’s hockey’s
Laurissa Kenworthy were all inducted for
their respective sports. John Webster joined
the class as the lone builder in the category,
while the 1989-90 men’s hockey and 196869 men’s basketball teams also were also
honoured.
The inductions were the opening to
an annual celebration on the weekend of
Homecoming, which continued until the
Laurier Loop Sunday afternoon.
“It feels very good,” Choma said after the
ceremony ended. “It’s a big accomplishment
especially to go in with such great athletes
here at Laurier. I was lucky enough to play
with great teams and now to be inducted with other great athletes, it’s quite the
honour.”
Choma was part of the football program
between 1985-89, and played an integral
part in the success of the 1987 Yates Cup
team. He helped lead the Hawks to a 6-1 record and earned first team all-star honours
multiple times.
He was drafted 23rd overall by the B.C
Lions.
“Playing on such a talented team and putting it all together to go to a championship
was by the far the greatest experience I had,”
Choma said.
Lestins followed, as the former offensive
lineman suited up for the Hawks from 196972. He was named an all-star for two consecutive seasons and also earned Most Valuable Player (MVP) honours.
In his final season, he helped lead the
Hawks to their first Yates Cup title and second Atlantic Bowl championship.

Being inducted posthumously, Lestins’ wife Teri received Lestins’ plaque and
honours.
“We lived it, we owned it and we ate a lot
of pizza,” Lestins said in front of the alumni
group.
As the first of two women to be inducted,
Kenworthy spoke of her four seasons with
the hockey program, highlighting the four
consecutive Ontario University Athletics
(OUA) championships she won in her tenure between 2003-07. She also was a pivotal
part in the first ever Canadian Interuniversity Sport (CIS) championship in women’s
hockey history.
“It was an incredible experience to play
as Golden Hawk,” Kenworthy said. “We had
a lot of challenges but a lot of successes together as well. Our team practiced a lot, we
had a great coach, [head coach] Rick Osborne, was always prepared for every practice and every game, and he really was the
catalyst for our success.”
The 1989-90 men’s hockey team was inducted as the first of two teams, and loudly
proclaimed their success. In attendance was
current men’s hockey head coach Greg Puhalski, who is the Golden Hawks’ all-time
leading scorer.
The 1968-69 basketball team eight firstyear players and only four returning veterans, the Hawks overcame a slow start to
qualify for the final and achieve a comeback
win in the final minute. Among them was
the school’s first ever All-Canadian Sandy
Nixon.
“Everything from the players I played with
to the coaches that I’ve had have been an integral part of who I am today,” Choma said.
“The way I am, the way I played and in turn
the way I coach today.”
Kenworthy expressed similar feelings toward her induction.
“I think I learned a lot as a student athlete
in terms of time management and balancing
different commitments you have in life,” she
said. “It’s really helped me develop into the
person I am now.”
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Sports in brief
Men’s hockey falls in preseason action

The Hawks couldn’t complete the
comeback against the Windsor
Lancers, falling 5-4 in a shootout
Thursday night. After the Lancers
went ahead 3-1, the Hawks scored
three unanswered goals to go ahead
in the second. Windsor would retaliate before the end of regulation to
force the shootout. The Hawks open
the regular season Oct. 11 against
the Waterloo Warriors.

Women’s hockey continue
to dominate preseason

Devon Skeats scored three, while
second-year Haley Baxter and rookie Robyn Degagnge both found the
net in an exhibition game against
the Toronto Junior Aeros as the
Hawks claimed a 5-0 win. The win
improves their non-conference record to 3-1. Rookie goaltender Kayla Brown stopped all 19 shots she
was faced with to earn the win. The
Hawks will kick off their regular
season this Saturday when they face
the Western Mustangs in London.

Women’s fast pitch goes 2-2

With two games against the Queen’s
Gaels and York Lions, the Hawks’
were able to muster up two wins
over the weekend. Laurier dominated their opening game with an
11-2 victory over Queen’s. In a tight
match, the Hawks were unable to
grab an extra run, with Queen’s winning 2-1. Laurier would then split
their games with the Lions, winning
the first 4-3 and dropping the second 4-2. They now travel to Windsor to play the Lancers who have an
8-6 record.
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A Laurier player tries to run through a McMaster defender Friday night at University stadium. the Hawks lost 35-12.

Rugby scores first try in loss to Mac
JUSTIN FAUTEUX
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

After being shut-out through their
first three games of the season, Laurier’s men’s rugby team finally found
a breakthrough Friday night versus
the visiting McMaster Marauders.
When rookie Andrew Thomson
plunged over the try line with 19
minutes left in Friday’s game, it gave
the Hawks their first points of the
season. Then in stoppage time second-year Jeffrey Dinsmore added
the team’s second try of 2012.
However, it all came in a losing
effort as Laurier fell 35-12 to the
third-place Marauders.
“Everybody’s definitely happy to
have a few points on the board,” said
Laurier head coach Rob McQueen.

“We worked on our offence a lot and
got things tidied up, but now we’ve
got defensive problems again.”
Mac jumped out to a 21-0 lead
within the game’s opening 20 minutes, taking advantage of a Laurier
squad that hadn’t played since Sept.
14.
“I feel like the two-week break
might’ve been a bit detrimental,”
said McQueen. “We were a little
slow coming out of the gates and fell
down 21-0 pretty quickly.”
Thomson’s try would bring the
score to 21-7, however that’s as close
as the Hawks would come. A pair of
Marauder tries in the games final 15
minutes would seal the win for the
visitors, keeping the Hawks winless
on the season, dropping their record
to 0-4.

The Hawks currently sit at the
bottom of the Ontario University
Athletics (OUA) standings, only
ahead of the 0-3 University of Toronto Varsity Blues by virtue of
point differential. However, with
12 points, Laurier is still the lowest
scoring team in the league.
“We’ve been a little bit slow getting to the point of attack,” said McQueen of his team’s offensive struggles. “We haven’t been able to play
quick-pace rugby and we’ve just got
to get to breakdowns faster, get it,
get out and play faster.”
Six of the nine OUA teams make
the playoffs, so despite the 0-4 start;
a playoff berth isn’t out of the question for the Golden Hawks. Especially considering their final four
games come against Waterloo,

Western, RMC and Toronto, with
Western being the only remaining
opponent with a winning record.
“We’re playing the kind of rugby that can still get us into playoffs,” said McQueen. “Our first four
games were against the top four
teams. We’ve still got Waterloo,
RMC, U of T. If we win those three,
we’re in.”
The Hawks were also dealt a blow
as veteran Chris Pett had to leave
the game with a shoulder injury
early in the first half. McQueen said
he would likely be out for at least a
week or two.
The purple and gold’s next action
comes Friday afternoon when they
travel up University Avenue to take
on the Waterloo Warriors. Game
time is 4 p.m.

Golf finishes third at
invitational

Jacob Bishop led Laurier over the
two-day Waterloo/Laurier invitational tournament last weekend,
finishing third overall in the individual competition with a 139 total.
Laurier finished with a combined
score of 588 to place third on the
weekend. They continue their season Monday when they travel to
Guelph for the invitational.

Baseball splits weekend
match with Brock

The Hawks split a low-scoring doubleheader with the first place Brock
Finucci Co m m unicat i ons
Badgers over the weekend, losing
the first game 1-0 before bouncClient:
ing back to win the second
2-1. Toronto Argonauts
The Hawks are now 6-10Contact:
in con- Jessica Taylor
ference play and have five games
Phone: (416) 341-2761
remaining in their season.
They
Email:
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17-4. In
a
tough battle against last year’s OUA
champions, the Hawks couldn’t find
a groove and were defeated 10-9.
Laurier will now play Brock on Friday in Hamilton.

Rugby plays best performance of year

In a tight contest with the Waterloo
Warriors, the Hawks came just short
Friday, losing 27-22. The Hawks
trailed 27-5 late in the game, but
came back in the final 15 minutes.
UW’s 27 points was the fewest Laurier has given up all season, while
the 22 points they scored was their
highest offensive output of 2012.
Laurier will play the Brock Badgers Friday at 3 p.m. at University
Stadium.
–Compiled by Shelby Blackley
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SPORTS

Laurier moves to third in country
With another undefeated week, the Hawks lead the West division, sit second behind Ottawa in league
SHELBY BLACKLEY
SPORTS EDITOR

It seems like déjà vu.
As this time last year, the Wilfrid
Laurier University women’s soccer
team was sitting undefeated with six
games left in their season.
Fast-forward to the 2012-13 season, and the Hawks are in the same
position as last year— undefeated
with six games remaining in the
Ontario University Athletics (OUA)
regular season.
After a strong performance Sunday afternoon that featured strikers Emily Brown and Krista Cellucci
each tallying a pair of goals in a 4-1
defeat over the UOIT Ridgebacks,
Laurier currently sits at the top of
the OUA West division.
“I thought we played very well,”
head coach Barry MacLean said after Sunday’s victory. “We controlled
the game from front to back, created
a lot of chances. I thought it was a
very good performance.”
The Hawks now sit with a record
of 8-0-2, which is second overall in
the OUA. Mirroring last year, Laurier hopes to find the depth in places
crucial for a high playoff note.
Second-year striker Brown currently leads the OUA in goals, while
Cellucci sits seventh overall.
Goalkeeper Katrina Ward started
her second game in a row after alternative Maggie Carmichael had
started the last eight.
But MacLean says that despite the
playing time, the goaltender position has not been solidified.
“That’s not necessarily my backup,” he said of Ward. “[She’s] played
the last two games and she’s earned
that based on performance not on
just getting the game.
“I’m not going to call her my
backup. Right now it’s up in the air
for who’s going to play, but she’s
done very, very well.”
MacLean also commented on the
chemistry that his team has generated in such a short time.
“I thought our overall team passing all over the field was good,” he
said. “We’ve got a lot of chemistry
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Katie Bishop carries the ball through Waterloo Warrior defenders during Friday’s women’s soccer action. The Hawks won 1-0.

starting to go.”
With six games to go, the Hawks
hope not to repeat last year’s falter, where they lost two consecutive
matches late in the season to diminish their undefeated record.
Currently No. 3 in the Canadian
Interuniversity Sport (CIS) top 10,
Laurier is in tight with provincial
foes the Ottawa Gee-Gees — the
OUA’s only other undefeated team
— and the Queen’s Gaels, who sit

first and sixth respectively.
Their losses last year started a fall
in their CIS standing and seemingly
the morale within the team, leading
to an overtime loss to the Gaels in
the OUA finals and two losses at the
CIS national championship.
But MacLean believes right now
the team is in a good place.
“We’re good,” he said. “We haven’t
lost yet, but we’ve got to keep giving
good performances and results are

important as well.”
But improvement is always
needed.
“We need to get some performances like today. More of those.
If we do that, I think we’ll be going
into the playoffs with a high note.”
The Hawks will battle the Brock
Badgers Wednesday afternoon in
St. Catharines before travelling to
McMaster to face the Marauders
Friday.

Laurier finishes their season
with four consecutive home games
against Western, Windsor, Guelph
and York.
As they head for the regular season’s final stretch, the Hawks have a
six-point cushion atop the division,
leading the second-place Western
Mustangs 26 points to 20.
McMaster and York sit tied for
third at 17 points each.

Men improve record
Laurier win, tie over weekend to remain third in West division
ERIC THOMPSON
STAFF WRITER
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Michael Lopes carries the ball upfield during Friday’s game.

It was a case of better late than
never for the Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks men’s soccer team this
weekend as they solved their offensive woes in the second half against
the UOIT Ridgebacks on Sunday to
cruise to a 2-0 victory. This result
came on the heels of 0-0 tie with the
Waterloo Warriors Friday night.
“Today we played pretty well,”
said second-year defender Stephen
Reel following Sunday’s game. “First
half of the game was a little weak in
the first 15 or 20 minutes, but then
we got our legs and played really
well. In the second half we played a
lot better, with more intensity and
more bite. I thought we put in a good
effort today.”
On Sunday it was a case of when,
not if, for the Hawks’ offence. Playing against opponents ranked second and third last in the OUA West,
the Hawks asserted their dominance all weekend. The team generated a number of opportunities
to score in both games, but didn’t
break through until Donald Chmura
headed a ball past UOIT goalie Matt
Caldaroni in the 77th minute.
Adrian Bucksam would add an
insurance goal off a breakaway in
the 89th minute to help preserve the
Hawks’ victory.

“At the end of the day,
that is soccer and sometimes that is going to
happen.”

—Donald Chmura, midfield men’s
soccer

“On Friday’s game we should have
scored three or four (goals). It just
wasn’t going in for us,” said Chmura
following Sunday’s victory.
“At the end of the day, that is soccer and sometimes that is going
to happen. We were relieved to get
that first goal, I mean we were scoring earlier in the season but it has
been two or three games where we
haven’t found the back of the net so
getting that goal was definitely a big
relief and we are looking forward to
next game.”
Friday’s result was a disappointment for the Hawks against their
cross-town rivals. Despite outshooting Waterloo 7-2, the purple
and gold had to settle for a single

point. The team was refocused on
Sunday and walked away with a
much needed three points to keep
them in third in the West Division.
Chmura explained the team did
not need to make any drastic adjustments to find the back of the net.
“In the second half we needed to
play with more urgency, we needed
to pressure them more,” he said.
“At the back, we felt they were weak
and they were vulnerable so putting more pressure on and getting
the ball into the forwards feet. The
first goal came from a set piece and
it was a well-deserved goal… It was
a good win overall and against a
team like that, that is underneath us
in the standings. Getting a win was
crucial.”
Reel commended Chmura on his
efforts Sunday.
“I thought Donald played very
well, he controlled the middle of the
field. He was spreading balls out
wide, putting through-balls down
the middle and he tore their back
four apart.”
At the back-end, the Hawks
showed no issues, with goaltenders
Evan Phillips and Brett Harrington
both picking up clean sheets in the
weekend’s action. Each keeper faced
only two shots on net.
Laurier will look to build off their
success Wednesday when they visit
the Brock Badgers in St. Catharines.

